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DEATH OF VICE
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CONDITION

KIDNEY

DISORDERS

HEALTH OF THE SUFFERER HAS
BEEN FAILING FOR SEVERAL
MONTHS
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Vice Presi-

Utica, N. Y., Oct.
There as no change in
He
dent Sherman's condition.
mains in a stupor and is slowly
30.-- 3:45

re-

sink-

ing.

Peck stated that
there probably would be no change
in Mr. Sherman's condition in from
six to twelve hours.
"Vice President Sherman's death
is a question of only a few hours,''
'
said Dr. Peck when he left the Sherman residence at noon today. The
vice president was delirious when hel
AiflSfitrttor a few "minutes early, this
He then relapsed into a'
morning.
heavy sleep. It is not believed Mr.
Sherman will survive the next 21
hours.
Dr. Peek said that Mr. Sherman's
kidneys had refused to act since 2
o'clock yesterday and that most o
the time since his patient had been
For a few
in a comatose condition.
minutes early today he was awake,
but he was delirious. He soon drop
ped off to sleep and has remained
oblivious to the world since. He has
not been rational since Monday night.
Dr. Peck expects the end this
noon or tonight.
At 2:30 o'clock a report came from
"
Mr. Sherman's bedside that his condition was still most critical and no
hope was held out by Dr. Peck. His
kidneys were still inactive and life
was sustained apparently by the patient's great natural vigor.
At 1:43 o'clock a brief bulletin was
issued from the home of Vice President Sherman that there had been no
particular change in his condition and
adding that "there is no favorable
symptom whatever."
' The afternoon bulletin on Vice
says
President Sherman's condition
there is no favorable condition whatever. The attending physician holds
out no hope,, but says it is impossible
to determine when the end will come.
Information is not given out very
freely, but it is understood mat the
comatose condidtion has practically
been Unbroken throughout the day
and that the uraemia remains un- changed. The extremely critical condition of the patient has caused many
rumors of the death of the vice president and the local newspaper offices
have been flooded with inquiries. Dr.
Peck is entirely without hope for his
patient, but says it is impossible to
determine Just when the end will
At 3:15

p. m. Dr.

.

-

come.
A message was received herq this
afternoon by Mrs. Sherman froir
President Taft, as follows:
"Mrs. Taft and I have been greatly
chocked and distressed to hear of
the present illness of the vice president and I send you this message
of sympathy with the earnest hope
that the symptoms may become more
favorable and that your dear husband
may be restored to his friends in this
country."
Dr. Peck stated at 3:15 p. m. that
of hours".
p, was now a "matter
,AVhen Dr. Peck left Mr. Sherman's
' '
house at 4:30 o'clock he stated that
.""slits patient was in a completely
(

.Y
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SHIP HAS A "JINX."
Francisco, Oct. 30. Officials
would not die before midnight and of the Pacific Mail Steamship company hope that the noodoo of the linsaid he might live until tomorrow.
er Manchuria will lay off for a trip,
" ACCUSED CF BICAMY
' having been very busy on her last
Tnase are the occurrences
voyage.
Oct. 30. John which
Oakland,
Calif.,
dull care away on the
kept
Holmes, a member of a theatrical
completed yesterday:
trip
here last
company, was arrested
leaving the Golden Gate, stopped
night' on a telegraphic warrant sworn by revenue cutter and alleged white
to by his wife in Jersey City, N. J.,,Blave9 taUen
Two days out,
ot(
who
charges him with bigamy. stowaway discovered, transferred to
Holmes, whose stage name is Joh'i returning vessel. At Honolulu, quar
Harcourt, admitted he had two wives, termaster arrested for Smuggling. At
but he said he had married the sec- - Yokohama, delay, flue to emperor's
ond one, the present complainant, be- - furieral. At Nagasaki, ail but one ot
lievlng the first one was dead. He the quartermasters
take French
said he was ready to, go to New Jer- - leave At Mani!aj follrth officer drown- sey and face the charge.
ed while attempting to smuggle opium ashore and quartermaster taken
on at Honolulu sentenced to Bilibid
WHOLESALE GSAFT IS
prison for 23 months for smuggling.
At Hong Kong, eight of Chinese crew
caught smuggling opium aboard and
DISCOVERED IN NAVY! fined
$500 each. Fire in forehold does
$9,000 damage.

condition. 'He then exjcom(atose
pressed the opinion that Mr. Sherman

San

j

SAID
STEWARDS
COMMISSARY
TO HAVE BEEN REAPING
FORTUNES.

NEVADA
MINES SUSPEND.
Tonopah, Nev., Oct' 30 All mines
ana mills in this district were closed
down today by a $30,00.0 tire," which
Washington, Oct. 30. A system of burned out a
of the Nevagraft in the commissary departme
da California Power company, shutof the navy, which may reach every
ting off all power. The fire started
ship in the Atlantic fleet, has bean from a
transformer.
revealed by a secre- - Investigation.
Rear Admiral Osterhaus today reported to the navy department that the
INJURED IN
investigation has resulted in the confession of G. T. Davis, chief commisFIGHT WITH STRIKERS
sary steward of the oattleship Louisn

short-circuite-

GrriCFRi

iana.
Admiral Osterhaus' report is very
briet and contains no details further
than that Davis, in h's confession,
of TfoTer
steward
has implicated
ships of the fleet at least six and
"heinvesttga-tioiE- ,
everal contractors.
whkft has been under way for
several days before a formal court ot
Inquiry, has been conducted with the I
utmost secrecy.
.
Jt is said that after Davis had been
suspected of illegal transactions in
the handling of government supplies,
Captain Welles' of the battleship, laid
a trap in which, officials say, Davis
was caught. Captain WelleB arrested
Davis and preferred charges against
him to Admiral Osterhaus. The investigation by the court developed not
only the charges against Davis, bu'
what is said to be a system of illegal
dealings by commissary stewards or
many other ships.
CARDINAL VISITS COAST
Denver, Oct. 30.-- - Cardinal John M.
Farley of New York and a party of
shurch dignitaries, left today for Salt
Lake City, San Francisco and Los
Angeles.

LITTLE FALLS,

N

Y., IS

BATTLE
MORNING.

BLOODY

SCENE OF
THIS

Little Falls, N, Y., oct. 30. Michael
Haley of this city, a special policeman, was shot and Detective John
Kennedy of Albany was staDbed early
today during a riot in front of the
Phoenix mill. The trouble started
when Chief Long attempted to break
up the massed picketing at the mill
entrance. He arguea with one of the
strikers. A crowd soon gathered ana
special policemen surrounded him.
Clubs soon were flying in all direc
tions. The woman strikers were in
the front of the pickets. Kennedy
was stabbed from behind as ho was
going through the crowd to help
Chief Long. He says a woman used
a knife on him. He was slashed m
the ear and neck. Michael Haley
was shot aa he went through the
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OUT TO CONVICTED; NEW
YORK OFFICER

PRISONER

.Means

FA-

THEIR

ONLY DESIRE IS THAT
THEIR CHARGES MAY BE
RESCUED.

CAUSE DELAY

G R AN 0 U N EON M ! N1N G COM P AN Y

REMAIN AT POST TILL LAST

INDICATIONS ARE THAT BALKAN ATTORNEY MAKES
DESPERATE
TROOPS HAVE STRUCK
EFFORT TO SECURE NEW
A SNAG.
TRIAL FOR CLIENT

CASE NOW BEING TRIED IS EXAMPLE OF MONEY'S .DESTRUCTION OF FRIENDSHIP

MOTHER

London, pet. 30. A big battle, perhaps the decisive one of the war, is
proceeding somewhere to the east of
the line from Constantinople to Adrianople, between the Turkish and

Colorado Springs, Colo., Oct. 30.
Two million dollars of the capital
stock of the Grand Union Mining
company of New York and Mexico,
will be awarded to Dr. J. C. Hollings-wortin his suit against Edward
Tufts, whom Hollingsworth claimed
to have grubstaked several years ago,
of Referee
if the recommendations
district
O. E. Collins made to the
court here yesterday are carried out
The suit has been tried In New
York, in Kansas City and twice tried
in Colorado. Hollingsworth and Tufta
were boyhood friends, but drifted
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victory in vicinity of
adrianople:
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PRESSED APPEAL

Bulgarian armies and hlavy fighting
also is taking place around Adrianople itself.
Beyond the fact that a clash has
come, however, the general staffs of
the Turkish and Bulgarian armies are
keeping the outside world ignorant
as to how things are going with
them. No news has come through
from the scene of action, except the
dispatch from Nazim Pasha, the Turkish commander in chief, saying: "The
position is favorable to the Turks.'
Wnile admitting that they have to
depend on mere rumors and suposi-tionmilitary critics here are inclined, to believe that the Turkish
army is at last ready to take the offensive and has a chance of retrieving itself.
The Bulgarian troops have obvious
ly Buffered A'Oie.s'.k la U;e vicinity i'
Adrianople, as dispatches from Sofia
report the arrival there of many
wounded from the front and it is announced that the Bulgarian plan of
storming the great fortress' has been
delayed until reinforcements arrive,
The Turkish commander's plan is
not clear, but it is believed thathe
will attempt to relieve Adrianople
and its garrison of 50,000 while at
the same time holding the Bulgarians
on the left flank. The rumors that
Bulgarian troops nad reached the sea
are unconfirmed.
Zeekki Pasha is gathering the remnants of his army at Monastir to meet
the advancing Servians and the sfllied
Bulgarian columns. It is thought he
may make another Plevna of Monastir
and prepare himself there for a long
Abdul
The failure of the
to arxive at Constantinople,
whither he was being removed fj;om
Saloniki, seems to confirm the report
that the railroad between these two
cities also had been interrupted.
From Belgrade came reports that
the Servian victory over the" Turks at
Veles was accomplished by the cavalry which divided the Turkish force,
while the Servian artillery drove
them from the positions.' Turkish
troops defeated. by the Servians and
Montenegrin's in the, district of Novi- pazar are arriving in hundreds in
Bosnia, having crossed the frontier.
Hamid,

Colonel Charles A.
one of the best informed

Court-Replngto-

military
writers, in an article in. the Times
today after a silence since October
25, gays that the military situation in
the Balkans had Been so hopelessly
confused that it had been useless to
attempt any appreciation of it.
in . a
If she is not victorious
decisive battle at Adrianople, Turkey is sure to sue for peace, according to George H. Moses, former Uni-eStates minister to Greece. In the
course of an interview today he said:
"The terms of peace will be dictated by the Balkan allies without
hindrance from the powers. The
terms will agree with those laid down
in the note sent by the Balkan na
tions to the Porte before the declaration of war, with the important ex
ceptions that the Balkan nations will
hold all the territory conquered by

The police claim they have them and will exercise
crowd,
suzerainty
the men who fired the shot. Several over the other Christian districts o
strike leaders were arrested. Neither European Turkey.
of the injured men ;was believed to be
"The Balkan allies are probably
fatally hurt. Strikers placed the blame
on the police.
rContluued on Page Five)

MAY

New York, Oct. 30. Charles Becker, the former lieutenant convicted
of procuring the murder of the gambler, Herman Rosenthal, was today
sentenced to die in the electric chair
at Sing Sing during the week of De
cember 9. - The sentenoe was pronounced by Justice Goff.
Becker's execution will be stayed,
however, by a notice o appeal from
the verdict of the jury, soon to be
flledby his counsel, which may take
a year to determine.. He was at
of
once delivered to the ; custody
Sheriff Harburger, who left with him
to take a train to Sing Sing prison,
where the convicted man will be confined until his fate ia determined.
Mrs. Becker had a short talk with
Becker in the sheriff's quarters at the
criminal courts building before Becker was taken before the court. With
Becker were his brothers, John B.
Becker and Jackson B. Becker, and
Father Curry of St James, church. All
sought to cheer the condemned man.
M'tiou ' Eofl;e; wn.i brought Into
court he walked slowly to the bar
and, catching the eye of an acquaint
ance among the newspaper men, nod
ded to him with a faint smile.
"Charles Becker, have you any legal cause to show why judgment ot
death should not be pronounced
against you " asked the clerk.
Becker opened his mouth as if to
speak, but before he could reply John
W. Hart, his attorney of record, rose
to make the usual motions
to set
aside the verdict and to arrest judg'
ment.
Goff
denied the motions and
Justice
then pronounced the sentence. Becl
er heard himself condemned without
any show of emotion other than the
closing of his eyes and the compression of his lips.
Davidson Pleads Guilty
"Red Phil" Davidson, slayer of Big
Jack Zelig, the gang leader, will escape the electric chair. At the opening of his trial today he withdrew
his former plea of not guilty and entered a plea of guilty to second
murder. The penalty may be
life imprisonment.

apart, the former establishing a dental practice in Kansas City. He prospered and later Tufts,1 it is alleged,
went to his former, childhood friend
a grubstake
and secured $2,000 a
from him and others, representing
that he would delve into heretofore
in
unknown gold mining property
Mexico..
Tufts located a group of

SUPERIOR
IS AMONG
THOSE WHO PERISH IN
THE FLAMES.

San Antonio,

Tex., Oct. 30.

Sacri-ficin- g

their lives to rescue the 87
orphan children in their charge, six
sisters of charity perished in a fire
that destroyed St. John's Orphanage
today. One baby fell to its death with
Mary of the Cross, mother superior
of the institution, who left her place
ot safety in a vain effort to save the
child. Another orphan is missing and
it ia feared it did not escape.
Flames broke out In 'the building
early this morning. Roused from their;
sleep, the nuns marshalled their
charges to fire escapes, remaining at
their posts until flames barred the,
way to safety. Two of the sisters
Kostka Farrell ana Monica Montez,
were killed by Jumping.
Three Bisters scaped. Instructed
to pilot the first column of frightened
children out of danger, they gained
the ground in time to escape the
crash of falling walla. The children
owe their lives to the daring and
of the nuns. While attaches
of ,the orphanage hospital .hurried to
the burning bundin- g- aiiii " "' UtSJStr
through bursts of flame to help in the
rescue work, yet many of the orphans
would have been cremated In the dormitories if the nuns had not braved
the first outburst of fire and piloted
them to places of safe egress.
The dead are:
MOTHER MARY'OF THE CROSS,
who was mother superior of the asylum. She was Mary Rositer, a native
of Wexford, Ireland.
MOTHER FRANCES PASTEUR, a
native of France.
SISTER PETER CLEAR ETH.V1N.
teacher In San Fernando school, o. native of Dublin, Ireland.
SISTER LEACADiA NOLAN, teacher in San Fernando school, a native
of Dublin, Ireland.

mines in Mexico, and in 1906, aftev
developing the mines, he organized
jtlie Ora.d'Vhton" Mlntis- company In,
INew York, with a capitalization of
Then $8,000,000 of stock
$10,000,000.
was issued, according to Hollings
worth, Tufta being given $4,000,000
and $4,000,000 was" taken by men who
financed the property.
half of
demanded
Hollingsworth
Tuft's stock. Referee Collins held
Tuft's explanation that $3,000,000 of
his stock was held in trust for others
was not satisfactory and recommended that Tufts be compelled to divide
evenly with Hollingsworth.
One claim set forth by Tufts was
that the property first explored fail
ed of production, and that Hollings- worth's ntoney was expended on a
proposition which had failed and that
the property which proved productive
was financed without any of his
SISTER MONICA MONTEZ, a nafriend's money.
tive of Mexico.
MARY KObTKA FARSISTER
RELL, a native of Kaidar, Ireland.
LONG
CHARLES
MATHLOW,
orphan,
aged 3.
The injured are:
Miss A. Detemple, an employe, a
native of Germany.
Miss E. Standish, an employe.
OF
MEMBERS
Superior Showed Great Courage.
SLAYER OF TWO
The fire's origin is not yet known.
MORE DOMINICAN TROUBLES.
BOYCE FAMILY RELEASED
s
The death of mother superior, Mary
FROM JAIL.
Oct. 30. Increasing
Washington,
of the Cross, was the seuel to a
disorder in San Domingo and desperof remarkable courage.
ate street fighting in the outskirts
Beal
Oct. 30- JAustin, Tex.,
to the burning dormiShe
returned
of Puerto Plata, jeopardizing Ameri- Sneed,
at
AI
Boyce, Jr.,
slayer of
can lives and property, caused the Amarillo, Texas, today was granted tory when she neard the cry of a
navy department today to order the bail by the court of criminal appeals child who had been overlooked In the
immediate dispatch of two warships, under $20,000 bona. Sneed recently hurry and excitement. A few momthe cruiser Baltimore and the tender was refused" ball at a habeas corpus ents later she appeared at a window-ithe front of the building with the
Yankton, to Dominican waters-The
lower
hearing at Amarillo.
The Yankton will sail from the court held that in disguising him babe in her arms. Fire Chief Wright
New York navy yarn, today and che self as a workman and secretly rent- attempted to save her, but failed. A
Baltimore will go from Philadelphia ing a house in front of which Boyce ladder was placed against the un
navy yard Friday noon. They should passed, Sneed had shown deliberate steady wall and the chief scaled it,
but before he 'reached her, the motharrive In Dominican waters by the intention to kill.
'
er superior, with the child, fell back
middle of next week, reinforcing the
Boyce eloped with Mrs. Sneed to
into the flames.
Prairie with her 70 marines.
Winnipeg, Canada, a year ago. Sneed
Sister Kostka, in jumping from the
killed Boyce'B father in Fort Worth
to reach a life
last winter over ensuing complica- fourth floor window
CROWN PRINCE INJURED.
.
'
balanace. He-not
lost
her
for
trial
second
evldenly
Sneed's
tions.
killing
30
GerThe
Danzig, Germany, Oct.
second
on
the
struck
the
Novemset
for
was
body
railing
man Prince, Frederick William, was the elder Boyce
Sister Monica Montez lost her
injured in a hunting accident yester- ber 11, at Fort Worth, the first trial story.
life
After the children
by jumping.
day near here and is confined to his jury having disagreed.
to the fire escape
had
been
piloted
in
a
was
residence. He
participating
on the west side of the blazing buildA $1500 COLD.
drag hunt in company with Crown
H.
30.
Oct.
ing, she returned to take a last look;
George
fell.
Ont.,
bronto,
Cecilie
horse
his
when
Princess
damin
the dormitory. Her escape was cut
When the prince was picked up he Morrison was awarded $1,500
to the east
was found to bff suffering from Injur- ages yesterday. against the Pere Mar- off but she made her way
below
stood
with
firemen
side
where
ies to the head and face and an ex- quette railway for medical, expenses
She leaped, hut'
net
from"
a
spread.
the
loss
of
and
resulting
from
the
of
salary,
blood
travasation
right
arm. The prince was carried at once cold contracted while
waiting at missed the net. Death was instantanwhere
there Is eous. Mother Frances Pastuer and
Marshalfield
been
crossing,
has
where
be
residence
his
to
was
and Sisters Peter Clear Stevin and Lea- late
ordered by his dodtors to remain at no station. The train
present, although his injuries are not Morrison's cold resulted in an illness
(Continued on Page Four
of six months.
regarded as serious.
-
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WOMAN CAN HOLD

POSITION

OF

Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. SO. Judge K.
Abbott of the district court hand
ed down a dtcision which declares
Cream
A
that a woman Is not Ineligible on
of her sex to hold the office ot
librarian of New Mexico. The deci
sion was in the case of the state of
New Mexico vs. tiola Chaves de Armljo. This was an action brought by
the state to test the right of the respondent, Mrs. Armijo, to hold the of
fice of librarian of the state of New
Mexico, which office she held under
44
the territorial form of government
It was claimed by the state that she
was ineligible to hold the office ot
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
librarian because she Is a woman.
4'
The judgie says: "There Is nothing in
4 4
the statute providing for the appoint
Santa Fe, N.M., Oct 30. Governor
ment of a librarian that excludes woMcDonald
has issued the following
men! trom holding that office.'' He
adds: "The common law has been by election proclamation:
Whereas, the constitution of New
the supreme court held to be in force
In the territory of New Mexico, and, Mexico especially enjoins upon the
under the common law, women were governor of this state the duty to
care that the laws be faithfully
permitted to hold many public of-- take
executed.
fices."
And whereas, the legislature of this
Further down In the opinion Judge
Abbott says: "I am further of the state at its first session enacted a law
to Prevent Corrupt
opinion that a woman can be appoint- entitled "An Act
ed to the office of librarian under sec- Practices in Connection with Elec
tion 11, article 20 of the constitution, tions," approved June 11, 1912.
And Whereas, by said law the fol
which provides:
"Women may hold office of no- lowing acta are made crimes and are
tary public and such otner appointive not only made punishable by heavy
offices as may be provided by law." fines and imprisonment, but by dis
"As the clause stands it seems to qualifying persons guilty thereof from
Include all appointive offices which voting, serving on juries and holding
may be provided by law. It Is con- any public office,
1. To give or lend or to promise to
tended that this section means that
women may hold appointive offices give, lend or procure any money or
if : it is provided by law that they other ' valuable consideration or any
may hold them, out to give it such a office or employment to or for any
meaning it is necessary to add to it persons In order to Induce any voter
to vote for or against any candidate
words which are not there."
Concluding his opinion he says: "1 at any election.
2.
To receive or agree to receive,
am therefore of the opinion that the
or
was
hold
to
the
any money or other valuable
accept
eligible
respondent
office of librarian under the territor- consideration, office or employment
ial government, that she was express-- for one's self or any other persons in
ly retained In office by the provision consideration that any voter shall
of the constitution, that she has Hot vote or refrain from voting for or
been- superseded
by any officer as, against any candidate.
3.
To advance or pay or cause to
provided by the constitution and that
ehe is eligible to hold the same under be paid any money to or for the use of
the constitution itself."
any person with the intention that
Summers JFjurkhart and Felix H such money shall be used to bribe
the relator and voters.
4. To use any force or threaten to
Renehan and Wright, attorneys of
Santa Fe, represented the respondent. inflict any injury of any kind upon
Denies Writ.
any voter or other person to Induce
Judge Abbott handed down an op- or compel any voter to vote for or
inion denying the writ of mandamus against any candidate.
5.
To vote or attempt to vote unthereby not compelling the corporation commission to issue a certificate der any name other than the voter's
to the Standard Home company to dt own, or to vote or attempt to vote
business as a foreign corporation in more than once at any election.
New Mexico,
6.
ihe decision holds
For any corporation or any
that the Standard Home company is,!
or any individual employing
in effect a foreign building and loan labor, to discharge or threaten to disassociation and it must comply with charge any employe on account of his
the laws of the state regulating such political opinions, or by corrupt, means
"
associations.
to procure or attempt to procure or
Files Bond.
induce any employe to vote, or reAcasio Gallegos, formerly assistant frain from voting for or against any
superintendent of public instnicion, candidate.
has filed with the state scretary his
And Wheeras, every consideration
bond as the new district clerk of Tor- of public good demands that elecrance county.
tions shall be absolutely free from
In U. S. Court.
and untrammeled by corrupting influIn the United States district court, ences and that the individual voter
the demurrer filed by the defendant shall be able to cast his vote free
to the indictment was overruled by from coercion, intimidation and dicJudge Pope in the case of the United tation from bosses or others, Now,
,
States of America vs. Castillo
C. McDonald,
therefore, I William
alias .George Valencia.
governor of the state of New Mexico,
A decree of pro confesso was
do hereby direct all officers of this
In the case of the Amazon Fire state to use the utmost
diligence In
Insurance company, successor to the the
to prevent
election,
approaching
Western and Southern Fire Insurance all violations of this law, and where
.company, plaintiff, vs. the 'People's violations thereof have been commitWater Co., of Santa Rpsa, defendant. ted, to detect the same and to obtain
the wavidence necessary for the conNOTABLE WEDDING IN LONDON viction of the offenders, to the end
London, ct. 30. At one of the most that all such yiolotions may be punbrilllan weddings of the season, Miss ished in the manner p7Yidfi(l V law
Benson.- daughter of Mrs. Robert 3en-soCorrupt ahd dishonest methods that
who Is equally well known In give one malt Ml undue and unfair
society in New York and London, to- - advantage over another must and
day became the bride of Captain shall be prevented or punished.
iHereward Wakes, D. S. O., 60th
Done at the executive office this
Rifles. .The ceremony took place ut 2(ith day of October, A. D. 1912.
St. Margaret's
Westminster.
The
Witness my hand and the great seal
bride was attended by eight brides- of the state of New Mexico.
maids. The ceremony at tM church (Seal)
WILLIAM C. McDO" AT 'n'
was followed by a ?ar?e receptnn at Attested
Gavferhor.
ANTONIO LUCRRO,
Dorchester House, the LondOd home
of the American ambassador, which
Secretary ot State-loaned for the occasion.
Re,ldc to Vote
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IN CONFERENCE
S. C, Oct. 30. Prp- -
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south,
mmm
arrived here to attend their anelon
imal fall conference. The
bewill be held at Landor college,
for
and
continuing
ginning tomorrow
seevral days. The conference wlU
indeal with, numerous questions of
terest and Importance to the
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Oct. 30.

Director David
charge of the western
bureau of the republican national
committee, in reviewing the progress
of the campaign during the week said
Chicago,

--

today:

certificate signed by the board ot re
gistration of his own precinct setting
forth the causes which compel him
to be absent from his precinct and
showing the precinct in which ha desires to vote, is inconsistent with the
Section 1 of Article VII of the consti
tution, and you ask my opinion on
this subject.
The constitutional provision in ef
fect requires that the voter must
have resided 'in the precinct In whiclj
he offers to vote 30 days next prs
ceding the election.'' I am unable to
see how, under this provision, it can
be within the power of the legisla
ture to authorize a man to vote in
any precinct except the one in which
he has resided the requisite 30 days.
If It could he conceded, however, that
there is any doubt on this proposition
I would still advise that no attempt
should be made to vote in any precinct other than the one in which the
voter resides, because In case of any
close election It would certainly provoke dispute and contest.
The onlj
cafe course to be taken Is for all vot
ers to limit their attempts to vote' to
their own precincts where they ar3
registered and have resided:
Yours truly,
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney General.
Libel Suit Filed
On October 25 ,1912, there was filed
In the cleric's office of the district
court of this county a complaint in
libel, A. B. Renehan, plaintiff, vs. the
New Mexican
Printing company,
Bronson M. Cutting and Francis C.
Wilson. The plaintiff claims to have
been damaged by a certain publication made in the New Mexican on or
about the 30th day of September,
1912. The damages are laid in the
sum of ? 100,000.
Now "Sergeant" Collins
of Captain
Upon recommendation
William F. Brogan, regimental
First infantry. New Mexico
National Guard, Private J. F. Collins
formerly of Company F, has been promoted to the rank,of regimental commissary sergeant and ordered to report to Captain William F. Brogan for
duty. By order of Cornel E. C. Ab
(Signed)

y

bott.
Arrested at Chama
The mounted police have received

THOMSON'S

"Theodore Roosevelt cannot possibly be elected. This fact can be de
monstrated beyond the question of
a doubt.
"In 1908 the popular vote for Bryan
was 6,409,104, and for Taft 7,678,908
This means that Colonel Roosevelt,
in order to win, must get the votes
of eight out of every ten republican
in the United States.
"He cannot do it.
"In order to carry Illinois he must
get tha votes of seven out of every
ten republicans in the state.
"He cannot do it
"In Indiana, it he would carry It, he
must get the votes of nine out ot
every ten republicans In the state.
"He cannot do it.
i nere is tne same or an even
more unattainable percentage in every republican state.
"And the votes he win need will
not be supplied by democrats. For
every democrat who proposes to vote
for Roosevelt there are four or five
who openly declare that they will
vote for

Taft

"The realization ot the fact that
Roosevelt's election Is an impossibil-tand that a vote for Roosevelt is not
only wasted but aids In the election
of the democratic candidate, Is bring
ing republicans back into the party
all along the line. Republicans only
need to be assured that Roosevelt
Is neither a menace nor a hope. With
this assurance absolutely proven and
with- the knowledge that either Presi
dent Taft or Professor Wilson will be
the next president of the United
States, they will vote the republican
ticket. They do not want a demo
cratic administration. One dose of
that kind is enough. With the ele
tion of Wilson there would follow
eight long months of anxiety as to
changes in the tariff and then free
trade legislation would inevitably be
enaated, disrupting and nMetroylng in
large measure the business of the
Ipountryf.
Prosperity would fad
away.

'
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N'4ci """Relief Bands

The most potent charm of womanly beauty is a PERFECT FIGURE, attained only through
wearing a perfect corset, correctly fitted.
With the above named lines we can CORRECTLY FIT every figure bringing out and emphasizing thefgraceful and symetrical lines of the ideal, and insuring style, comfort and service
,
to the wearer.
ROYAL WORCESTER

Woohex and
Printzess Suits

For Women

NEMO

THOMSON'S

$1.00 to $6.00

$3.00 to $5.00

$1.00 to $5.00

' Laa Vew'LoadtnSioro
Frankel Suits

S.ase4iamM6 Son
Established

1862-

and Orercoats
For Men

SouthSideRaija

OS

CAPITAL PAID IN

SURPLUS

$100,000.00

$50,000.00

i

J. M. Cunningham.
Frank Springer,

J

President
t.

.

V

jT

D. T.

Hosklns, Cashier.

LAS VEGAS
i

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Las Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. G. HaydoD
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskios

certain that the third term candidal
cannot possibly win. All our late advices go to confirm the opinion that
in the states which in previous cam
palgns have been reliable republican,
the republican vote Is being rapidly
solidified and that the party will pre
sent, as of old, a victorious
front
when election day dawns."

te

lf'1

Royal Worcester, Thomsons and Nemo Corsets

g

word from Mounted Policeman Loveless that he has arrested George
Smith at Chama on the charge of assault with intent to murder. Smith
waived preliminary examination and
was bound over for the action of the
grand jury under $1,000 bond. Smith
is also charged with wantonly shootCOLLINS SIGNS FOR LIFE
ing live stock on the public range.
Pittsfield, Mass., Oct. 80. With
IiOveless also arrested Flossie Mar "Big Ed" Walsh as best man anf
tinez on the charge of larceny from several other of his team mates in
a dwelling.
atendance, John F. Collins, the (pop
ular right fielder of the Chicago Am
MUNICIPAL LEAGUE MEETING
erican league baseball club walked
Albuquerque, in. M., Oct. 30. Mayor up to the altar of St. Joseph's church
J. J. Shuler of Haton, president of here today and
signed a life con
the New Mexico Municipal league, tract with Miss Elizabeth C.
Doyle.
has called a meeting of that organi- The bride is
the daughter of Mr. and
zation to be held in Albuquerque No- Mrs. Edward
J .Doyle of this city.
vember 9, according to information The
couple first met four years ago
received by Mayor D. K. B. Sellers, in
Springfield, Mass., when Collins
one" of the m,ost
prominent members was a member of the Connecticut
f the
organization. The meeting J? league team in that city,
v,it
called for the purpose of discussing
ways and means to secure tattcli needU PARIS
ed laws from the legislature, includ- AMERICAN GIRL WEE8
Oct. 30.-- A
Paris,
distinguished,
sidewalk
ing legislation, oh paving
of
attended the wedding
building,
collection of occupation company
tax an-- j other important town bulld Miss Ruth HoVlingsworth, dau'ghter
of W. T. P. Hollingsworth, vice presog affairs. Each city and town in ident of the Westlnghouse Electric
the state is expected to send three
company, and Gaston Ibraham Pinto,
delegates to the league meeting, in- which took place today in the Americluding the mayor and city attorney, can church In the Avenue Alma. MY.
or the town chairman of trustees and
Pinto is a well known commission
legal adviser. The meetings here will
agent in Paris, and he and his bridt
club
Commercial
held
in the
be
will reside here after their hone
follow'-The
fexpian- - rooms.
letter ifl
moon, which they will spend In the
ary:
south of France.
NEW JERSEY HISTORIC SOCIETY
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 23, V912.
30.
The SixtyNewark, N. J., Oct.
hn. Antonio Lucero,
'
F. A. Wootsey, a Drakeman at .la;
seventh annual meeting of the New
Secretary of State,
Texas, says: "1 was down
Santa Fe, N. M.
Jersey Historical society was held sonvllle,
with kidney trouble and rheumatism
soof
the
at
the
headquarters
today
Dear Sir:
so bad I could hardly get up, and had
Some time since you talked with ciety In this city. The principal fea- backache all the time, and was almost
T saw an ad of
Foley
me as to whether the provision con- - ture of the meeting was an address tired of living.
Kidney Pills and after taking one bot
taised in Section 1703 of the Compiled by Professor Austin' Scott of Rutgers tie
I was better, and when I had takLaws of 1897, which permits a citizen college on "William Paterson; New en two more I was thoroughly cured."
for legal cause to vote in any pre Jersey's Exponent of American Prin- O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Adv.
i Co.
clnct ia his county by procuring 'a ciples." .
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CORSETS

"The party is now solidifying with
such rapidity that the democrats be
tray anxiety. They are appealing to
republicans to vote for Wilson. They
would not do this if they regarded
victory as already won.
"Life-lonand loyal republicans are
not going to vote the democratic ticket. They are not going to waste their
votes upon Roosevelt, now that it is

.
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W. Mulvane, in

Indispensable to best results saves
worrysaves work saves money
saves health saves complaints at table
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THEY ARE PREPARING TO VOTF.
FOR TAFT, 6AYS DIRECTOR
MULVANE
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Because the advertiser has done something to
inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his
prod
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his

statements.
,
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in mating the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
'
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, be- cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
.

It

Always Pays to Buy Adveriisod Goods
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such as distinguishes the bow of tM
New York, gives the ship less resist
ance in the water.
Another notable feature which dis
tinguishes the New York from the
present dreadnoughts is the size oi
the turret guns. Ten
guns are
to be mounted instead of the former
guns, giving a considerable
advantage in fighting quality over the
older battleships.
The New York
NEW VESSEL, THE NEW YORK, IS will also be fitted with four submerg
THE PRIDE OF THE AMER- - ,. ed torpedo-tubeana will carry a secICAN NAVY.
rapid-firondary battery of 21
guns and 10 small guns for boat ser-viNew York, Oct. 30. Splashed with
and saluting purposes.
The. New York and the Texas will
the traditional bottle or champagne
the great battleship New York was f Lc the first ships' in the world to carsuccessfully laimchea today at ,me ry
guns. Some of the older
Brooklyn navy yard. The launching battleships, ot the class of the Oredrew to the navy yard a notable gon, Illinois and Alabama, have 15- gathering of distinguished persons. inch guns, but all ot the rest of the
Among those on the launching plat- American battleships are fitted with
form were Secretary Meyer and other the
guns. The biggest guns
high officials of the navy department, uow afloat in the Britisu navy are the
a congressional delegation, Governor
rifles carried by the latest
Dix of New York and his staff, Mayor battleships.
The New York will be protected
Gaynor and
many other invited
with armor in plenty; not only over
guests. '
The gigantic battieBhip Blid down her vitals but even the ordinarily
ways with the ) osed ends of the snip. The main arngntness of a frail ineboat. As tne mor belt will be about eight feet
hull started towards
big
ide, with an average thickness of
the water, Miss nilsie Calder, daugu- - 12 inches. Each turret will be cloth-te- r
of Representative
William M. ed in armor of more than a foot in
'alder of Brooklyn, brone a gayly
thickness and will be supplied with
bottle of wine against the ammunition by electrical hoists, from
stee, prow and spoke words that gave the magazines and shellrooms below.
the vessel its name. Miss Calder was
The number and size of the guns in
attended by Miss Kathleen Fitzger- the secondary battery are about douald, daughter of Representative John ble those on the battleships of a deJ. Fitzgerald, as maid of honor.
cade ago. It is those guns that must
The initial plunge of the great ship be relied upon for very quick work in
into the waters of the Kast River meeting the attacks of the torpeao
was the signal for a deafening roar boats and fast cruisers. Close
factory and ship whistles, inter- - ('divisions and strong bulkheads will
mingled with the enthusiastic cheers form additional
against
protection
from the throats of 50,000 spectators. mine and torpedo explosions.
As soon as the big hull reached the
J

VORLDS LARGEST

RETURN TO SOUP HOUSE DAYS?

IS
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W, Crawford Declares a Vole for Free Trade Policies Is a Vole
For Hard Times Right Hand Man of J. D. Hand, in a Letter
to a Friend in Illinois, Shows What Will Happen If Wilson Is

Elected President and Makes Masterly Argument in Favor of
of President William H. Taft.

the

J. W. Crawford, general manager
Ten Lakes Land company
and right hand man to J. D. Hand In
bringing to a successful completiou
the development of thousands of
acres of irrigable land in the neighborhood of Onava, is one of thoso
men who believe that the future
prosperity of the United States A
pends upon the continuation of the
protective tariff system. Mr. Craw
ford is not a partisan politician, but
he is a republican because he believes "in republican principles. Ha
sees disaster ahead if free trade la
made a policy of the country. For
this reason he is advising all of his
friends to vote for the
of
President William H. Taft.
Following is a letter written by Mr,
Crawford to Dr. H. W. Smith of Den
ton, 111., an old friend and associate:
Onava, N. M., Oct 27, 1912.

tor the

Dr. H .W. Smith,
Benton,

111.,

Dear Doctor:
have been pretty busy and have
not written you, not lecause I d'd
not want to, but for the last two
months we ' have been without a
bookkeeper and a stenograph er. One
stenographer and I having all the
work to do, consequently, my time
was all taken up. Now we have another stenographer and a bookkeeper
'
and I have a little time. '
I have been watching the county
papers to see what stock you wert
taking in politics this year. Not seeing your name mentioned, I have
been wondering if you were a Bull
Mooser. The first part of the name
might suit both of us. From a political standpoint, however, at no time in
my life, has there ever been any
bolting blood in my veins. If I do
not want to support a man, I wont
do it, but I am loyal to my party and
when I cease to be I will br a demo
crat, as I think they are honest but
wholly unable to inject their free
trade policies into our republican
form of government without danger.
I believe, that owing to the present
"iUUt&ct affairs it behooves every mat
to look well to his own Interest and
if. after due consideration,
any man
an afford to cast his vote to' chance,
is
under present conditions, there
something wrong with his mental faculties.
Even my old friend, Judge
AV ,S. Cantr'ell, though deep dyed in
democracy, if he would admit it, he
would say way down, deep in his
heart, he has a doubt as to the abil
ity of Woodrow Wilson and the demo
cratic party to steer the old ship of
state more successfully than did
and the same
Grover
Cleveland,
character of democrats, who steered
her from the fourth of March, 1893
to the fourth day of March, 1897. He
would say, were he to give any ex
planation, whatever, that the demo- cartic party has learned a lesson from
its experience gained during President Cleveland's last term of office,
and for that reason and for' that experience he believes they are enabled to cope with the republican
party in maintaining a stable govern
ment and prosperity. But when the
sober minded voter deliberates, with
a cool head and a clear mind, upon
the democratic platform of 1892 and
the democratic platform of 1912,
he is bound to confess than the same
free trade plank that brought chaos
to the country In '93 is installed In
the present democratic platform of
1912, and when the turns his mind's
eye upon the havoc and chaotic conditions existing under that administration his blood will undoubtedly run
cold, his hair raise on end when he
Ihinks again of the many men, women and children, the stronger of
whom trampled the weak beneath
their feet in their scramble to get to
the free lunch counters in the big
cities; they will think too of Coxey's
army as they captured trains, In
wending their way from desolate
homes, made so by want of food and
lack of raiment, to the capital at
Washington, to lay before the Pearly
Gates (not the Pearly Gates of the
New Jerusalem) hut the Pearly Gates
of a democratic administration an appeal for help or employment by which
they could feed their families. Again
the sober thinking voter is bound to
remember that with the Installation
of William McKinley, on the fourth
an awakenday of March, 1897, came
character
of
every
in
business
ing
throughout the lengths and breadths
The factory doors
of the nation.
were opened, smoke stacks that had
stood still from three to four long
My
I

forth their black
years, belched
smoke as a token of prosperity. The
poor working man, whose family had
come to hunger and rags, was en
abled to secure employment.
He no
longer sought free soup, but was en
able dto buy the best of beef Bteak.
His children clothed, sent to school
and enabled, on account of his im
to help
proved financial condition,
make up the best of socdety. With
a satisfied mind, three square meals
daily and his back clothed with raiment equal to' that of his employer,
he has pone on rejoicing for almost 16

years.
Has he forgotten the days of free
soup? Does he realize what It is to
be without employment?
Why four
months of a strike puts business on
the bum and not only the wage earner knows it but the merchant, the
doctor, the lawyer, the operators and
most of all the farmers whose 'products go begging for want of market.
There is no farmer, laborer, merchant or business1 man who does not
know, when he lays aside prejudice,
that the free trade policy advocated
in the democratic platform of 1892
and put into effect from 1893 to 1897
closed
our factory doors, made
tramps of our laboring men and reversed the scales of commerce.
Our supplies were brought from foreign markets. Yes, they were cheap
but our laboring men had no employment and consequently had nothing
with which to buy.
Think for a moment you farmers
when in 1893 to 1897 your eggs were
on the market at 5 cents per dozen
and you know and so does the labor
ing man knows that he did not have
the 5 cents with which to buy and
jour eggs went dragging for want of
the price.
I don't believe that the American
people can be led, by sweet sounding
music or glowing oratory. Into four
years of suffering and unknown mis
ery just to gratify the ambitious politician.
Neither do I believe that
they can be persuaded to gag at a
gnat and swallow a camel ; they are
thinking.
Even the southern rockribbed dem
ocrat is writing his friends to look
out for a change in government policies and should that change come
for them (his friends) to trim their
sails accordingly.
In the new state of New Mexico,
the sheep growers, herders, cattle
men, stock men of every character
and farmers have not forgotten those
a
days when wool was 5 cents
pound, when the best milk cow and
calf sold for ten dollars and I ask
you to watch the returns from New
Mexico and you will see that a plurality for William Howard Taft, Nathan Jaffa for congress, and the con
tinuance of a protective policy that
is good for the working) man, the producer and the manufacturer will be
given 25,000 strong, and in my hum
ble judgment, when the majority ' of
the states in the union are heard from
it can be clearly noted that the horny
handed farmer who is the bone and
sinew of our government Is awakened to his own interests and is able
to realize that not until within the
last decade he has more nearly come
into his own than ever before and his
condition has enabled him to know
what Is good for the consumerbecause
when the producer gets a price equivalent to the worth of his product,
the wage earner gets a wage sufficient to maintain his family iequal to
that of the producer. In other words,
the producer and the consumer
the population of this nation and
in the very nature ot things they are
compelled to go hand in hand and ha
who undertakes to create an enmity
between the classes is unworthy to
preside over the destinies of a great
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navy tugs and gradually towed to her
mooring near Cob dock.
The battleship New York and her
sister ship the Texas, "now nearing
completion at Newport News, will' be
larger and more powerful than any
warships now afloat. It was deemed
appropriate that these two exemplars
of the highest skill of the shipwright
and naval designer should bear the
names of two warships which covered
themselves with glory during the
war.
The New York when in commission
will be manned by 63 officers and
will have a crew of more than 1,000
men. She is 505 feet long, 95 feet
inches beam, so that she will have
almost 15 feet to spare in passing
through the Panama canal locks.
With all her stores aboard the New
York will displace about 28,000 tons,
or 11,000 tons more than the largest
battleship now flying the American
flag.
One of the features which attracted
the attention of the spectators at the
launching was the peculiarly shaped
swelling at the bow of the New York.
The older ships were fitted wtih a
regular ram bow. WThile the general
Spanish-America-

n

THE WEARY WAY
Daily Becoming Less Wearisome
Many in East Las Vegas

to
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from counterfeiting money, the trade
is absolutely safe. It is said to be
growing rapidly.
A High Priced Animal.
The highest priced animal in the
BOY'S SHOULOER
world, valued at nearly a sixth of a
million dollars, sailed from here the
other day as a passenger on the linAnd Back of Neck, Round and Mass
er Mlnnewaska.
Lamentations long
of Watery Blisters. Itched and
and loud have gone up over that deBurned Badly. Could Not Sleep.
parture, for Rock Sand, the world's
NEW YORK STRIVING TO RETAIN prize stallion, goes as an
Cuticura
and Ointment
emigrant
Soap
ITS IMMENSE FOREIGN
to France, and unless something very
Cured in One Month,
much unexpected happens he will nev-- !
COMMERCE,
er come back. Rock Sand, a stunBox 183, Downey. Cal. "My little boy
New York, Oct. 30. New York, it ning piece of
horseflesh, has been of eight years had what they called ringworm
is at last announced. Is to have thou- owned for years
on his shoulder and the back of his neck. It
by August Belmont.
started n a small pimple like a blister and
sand foot docks and In this decision Since the
laws have kept
larger till It was the size of a
the ctiy is congratulating itself on put an end to horse racing here on dollar.getting
One place was as large as three silver
the satisfactory settlement of the anything like ' the old scale, race dollars. They were round and a mass of
greatest commercial problem which horses have, of course, been a drug watery busters. Wherever the water would
would cause anotner blister, comIt or any other municipality has ever on the market, and the loyal betting touch it another
tore and soon. It was very
mencing
to
had
face, in which nothing less men who insisted that the breed of red and angry and would Itch and burn so
than the supremacy of the port was American horseflesh must be Improv
badly that he could not sleep or in fact sit
threatened. So rapid has been the ed have had an opportunity to la still at times. Be would cry when I would
touch It. When he would rub or scratch IK
ves-- ment the exportingi ot many fine ani
growth in the size of ocean-goinIt would look like chopped meat. His
sls in the last few years that New mals before now. And they are la- clothing Irritated it.
"I tried many remedies, but It kept on
York docks have failed to keep pace menting Rock Sand. There was a
spreading and itching. This was all before)
with them and when the
dock moaning of the bar when he put out I used Cuticura Soap and Ointment on it.
arrived there were many who held to sea that would have done credit After the first treatment with Cuticura Soap
that the limit had been reached. to the Prophet Jerimiah or a trust and Ointment he was much relieved, and
cured him in one month.
Hardly had these docks been com worthy Wall Street man just before , they
" My husband is a plumber and his bands
The
pleted, however, when the need of election.
get scratched and cut which means sores If
people
still longer ones appeared. One trans- have always contended that the not treated, so he washes with Cuticura
atlantic line, for instance, will have horses that would be driven out of Soap and puts Cuticura Ointment on bis
hands
night and that keeps them
a 912 foot monster in operation next the country by suppressing betting fine." every
(Signed) Mrs. Harry West, April
spring to be followed by one 950 feet were rare horses bo highly special- 6, 1912.
Cuticura Soap (25c.) and Cuticura Ointin length, and another still larger. ized that the lost strains would never
ment
are sold throughout the world.
Under the existing? conditions it have, done any good to American Liberal(50c.)
sample of each mailed free, with 32-would be impossible for these levi horses in general, however, mush Skin Book. Aldrees
"Cuticura,
athans to dock here and New York they might Improve the racing breed. Dept. T, Boston."
JTendor-face- d
men should use Cuticura,
has been confronted with the choice Rock Sand has been sold to a syndiSoap Shaving Stick, 25c, Sample free.
of lengthening her docks or Beeing cate of French breeders at a price
her foreign commerce diverted to oth which is reported to be $150,000.
bidder is called a "rummy" and any
er ports. Ordinarily .the decision
Old Age Center Found.
bidder is a "sucker." The
would have been simple, but the
New Yorkers have' been told so genuine
victims are usually visitors from out
docks which now line the. two sides persistently that they are ruining
of town, though a surprising numDer
of the river already jut so far into their digestions and their lungs and
New Yorkers have "bitten" and
of
the stream as to make navigation dif hearts and livers and brains and killin silence as usual.
ficult and often dangerous in the part ing themselves off generally by the repented
which remains available.
Engineers life of the metropolis, that they
have argued that to narrow
fair have como to look upon themselves
race and let it go at STOMACH SOUR? GOT
ways Dy anotner 200 feet through as a short-livethe lengthening of the docks would that. But there is one spot heremake it too narrow for the movement abouts which, while not actually m
INDIGESTION ALSO
of the huge vessels. It Is only after Nem York City is still well within the
long deliberation that the army en- high tension area of the metropolis,
gineers of the New York harbor line where the life of nowadays is not as 'TAPE'S DIAPEPSIN"
MAKES UP
finaly decided to recommend the ex- deadly as it is said to be. At least
SET STOMACHS FEEL FINE
tension of certain docks to the thou- dothing has hindered the breaking of
INI FIVE MINUTES.
sand foot mark. So New York can all the American records for lonagain breathe easily, at least tem- gevity there. In the suburban town of
If what you just ate Is souring on
Should ocean steamships Long Branca over in New Jersey, it your stomach or lies like a lump of
porarily.
increase in size in the next 50 years was discovered at a birthday party lead, refusing to digest, or you belch
as rapidly as they have in the last the other day that seven of tne gas and eructate sour,
undigested
half century, it is pointed out, it guests were, collectively, 654 years food, or have a feeling of dizziness,
would be a physical impossibility to old. The eldest, William Redmond, heartburn, fullness,
nausea, bad
build docks big enough to handle was 102; four ladies were 97, 95 and taste in mouth and stomach headache
them on the North river, bo that two of them 91 respectively, and two
this is indigestion.
New York may eventually be faced by men. were 90 and 88. Besides these
A full case of Pipe's Diapepsin
the necessity of losing her commerce In the town, which is only a good- costs only fifty cents andwlll thoror selecting a new harbor.
sized commuters' village, there are oughly cure your
stomno less than 45 people who are 80 ach, and leave sufficient about the
"Faking" PaW Models,
That Parisian labels do not neces years old or more. It is believed that house in case some one else In the
sarily mean Parisian gowns is the Long Branch outdistances all other family may suffer from stomach
most disturbing feature, from a femi- American
communities of its size, trouble or indigestion.
nine point of view at least, of the dis- even the famous old villages of New
Ask your pharmacist to show you
covery here of a trade that comes so England, In its facilities for storing the formula plainly printed on these
little short of a downright swindle oldest inhabitants.
fifty-cecases, then you will under
that nobody but a customs officer can
To Stop Fake Auct.'ons.
stand why dyspeptic trouble of ail
tell the difference. But though this
The city government has at last kinds must go, and why
they usually
questionable trade has been brought taken, notice of a fraud which has relieve sour,
stomachs or
to light no one has yet been seen been running for years, with doors Indigestion In five minutes.
Dlapep- rushing to the front to do anything wide open on the Broadway sidewalks sin is harmless and tastes like canabout it, and it seems doubtful wheth exactly where that great street is at dy, though each dose contains
power
er any one will. It seems that wom its brightest and busiest The fakel sufficient to
digest and prepare jor
en's tailors and clothing manufactur"auction rooms'' have been exposed, assimilation into the blood all the
ers here have a habit of sewing tne and Mayor Gaynor is expected to do food you eat; besides, It makes
you
labels of
Parisian firms something vigorous about it before go to the table wlin a healthy appeinto the suits that are made on our longi The fake auction "game" is
tite; but, what will piease you most,
own soil, and sending the garments the simplest in the world, and the is that
you will feel that your stomout to the retailers as genuine Paris places have been run in such a bare ach and intestines are clean and
creations. Not only do they do it, faced style that it seemed unlikely fresh, and you will not need to resort
but they do it openly. They import that anybody could be fooled into to laxatives or liver pills for biliousthe labels in bundles. Not only that buying there, although the crowds ness or constipation.
but the fradulent labels or rather inside the rooms1 showed that that
This city will have many Dlapep-si-n
the labels which obviously can ontyr has been far from being the case. The
cranks, as some people will call
be used for fraudulent purposes art story is that the mayor passed one of them, but
you will be cranky about
recognized by the government as le- the Broadway places on his way to this splendid
stomach preparation,
gitimate goods, are named as duti- the theater recently ana was so too, if you try a little for Indigestion
able icommodiltiles' under the tariff struck by its "fakey" air that he or or gastritis or any other stomach misand hundreds of dollars of duty are dered an investigation. The articles
ery.
collected on them every season. A put up for sale, curios, cheap "art
Get some now, this minute, and fop
clothing manufacturer who has a col- works" and-thlike, are of course ever rid yourself of stomach trouble
lection of several thousand of these practically worthless, and a crowd and
Adv.
Indigestion.
labels showed samples bearing the of hangers-o- n
who are in the employ
names of Worth, Paquin, Callet,
of the management bid up everything
Wm. A. Allen, Chacon,
N. Mex,
and a dozen or more otters. that Is offered to exorbitant figures writes:
"My wife had a cough that
It is said that the high duty charged so that no outsider can get a bargain. nearly choked her to death, the worst
on these imports has given rise to a These auction fakers have a slang I ever saw. We tried everything we
new industry here and that ten or all their own. The confederates tak- could think of hut did her no good.
By good luck I happened to get a bottwelve American firms now manufac- en together are known as "schilliber," tle
of Foley's Honey and Tar Comture similar labels which counterfeit which is the plural form of the word; pound and it helped
her at once. It
the foreign marks. Though the prof- the singular meaning a single fake is the best cough medicine 1 ever
and Red
it is not so great as that to be made bidder is "schill." A prospective heard of. O.Co.G. Schaefer
Cross Drug
Adv. '
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With a back that aches all day.
With rest disturbed at night.
Annoying urinary disorders,
'Tis a weary way, indeed.
Doan's Kidney Pills are especially
for kidney trouble.
Are endorsed by East Las Vegas
citizens.
Fritz Sena, 1206 Twelfth street,
East Las Vegas, N. Mex., says: "Experience has proven to me that Doan's
Kidney Pills live up to the claims
made for them. For several weekfc
1
suffered constantly from backache
and in the morning when I got up, I
had acute pains across my kidneys.
Fxercise brought some relief, but it
did not rid" me of the trouble.
The
kidney secertions pained in passage
and were highly colored. Hearing so
much said in praise of Doan's Kidney
Pills, I procured a supply and commenced using them. After I had taken a few doses, I noticed a marked
improvement and before I had fitt
iishedi the contents of the box, I was
completely cured."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co.,
Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United

ram shape has been retained in the
New York, it is not so accenuated as
in the older ships. The change in
design was made on the theory that
that ram is not a, real necessity, since States.
Remember the name Doan's
the fighting in the future is likely
,
to be at great distances Also it hat take no other. Adv.
been found by experiment with models that the protuberance forward,
everybody rvmd Tarn Optic.

1912.
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n
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"THE ROSARY" AT THE DUNCAN
OPERA HOUSE THIS EVENING

well-know- n

e

it

com-uoB- e

St
1

i

people like ours.'

beg your pardon for imposing on
your good nature, but I am interested
to the extent that I would like to see
Franklin county turn up such a plurality for the republican ticket as was
never known before, and I believe
that every man reconscientiously
gardless of politics, should vote for
his own Interests, and when he has
done so there Is no question in my
mind as to what the result will be. I
remain, as ever,
'
Your friend,

petifflc.Blpoi

I

J. W. CRAWFORD.

the most insidious of all diseases. It begins
of its presence.
usually by a tiny sore which is the only outward evidence
But down in the blood the treacherous poison is at work and in a short
time its chain of symptoms begin to crop out. The mouth and throat ulcerate, skin eruptions break out, Bores and ulcers appear on the body, the
glands in the groin swell, and sometimes the hair comes out. Mineral
medicines cannoi enre opecmu ciuuu jruisun; tuey
only shut the disease up in the system to smolder
and await an opportunity of breaking out afresh.
to cure the disease is to reThe only possible-wamove the germs from the blood. S. S. S. goes into
and removes the last trace of the inVc, ) the circulation tones
fectious
virus,
V
up the stomach, bowels, kidfesr
's
of the system, and thus makes
all
and
portions
neys
a perfect and lasting cure. S. S. S. is made entirely
of roots, herbs and barks; it does not contain a particle of mineral or other harmful drug. Thousands
have cured themselves of Specific Blood Poison by the useof S.S.S. It will
cure yott if you will give it a trial. Special Home Treatment book and any
medical advice free,
JHE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.
Specific Blood Poison Is

SCENE FROM "THE ROSARY."

Tonight at the Duncan opera house
will be staged "The Rosary," which
Sick headache is caused by a
has been pronounced by critics as
stomach.
Take Chamber- one of the best
plays written during
lain's Tablets and correct that and the
The play is
headaches will disappear. For srle the past few years.
,
filled with humorous situations, and,
by all dealers. Adv.

it teacnes a remarkable
though
lesson, is not dull. The production
has pleased immense crowds in all
the big cities. A large number of
tickets have been sold for tonight's
performance.

BISHOP WHITEHEAD 70 YEARS
Pittsburgh, Pa., Oct. 30 A flood of
congratulations were received at the
home of Bishop Cortlandt Whitehead
in Shady Side today, on the occasion
of the bishop's seventieth birthday
'
onniversary.
Bishop Whitehead was
born In New York City and received
his education at Yale college and the
Philadelphia Divinity school. He has
been at the head of the Pittsburgh
diocese of the Protestant Episcopal

church for

30

years.

J. W. Copeiand, of Dayton, Ohio,
purchased a bottle of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy for his boy who had
a cold, and before the bottle was all
used the boy's cold was gone. Is that
not better than to
five dollar
iay a all
doctor's bill? For sale
dealers.
by
AdV.

'
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and as Governor Wilson is known to
be a man of honor, and as the demo
cratic platform, expiicity declares for
free trade in almost Identical language to the plattorra. upon which
Cleveland wag, elected, a little thougat
will convince the voter that he is face
to face with the free trade which at
ways means the destruction of pro
o
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Ind:auapolis, Iud., Oct. 30. The Indianapolis Motor Speedway is to tear
Good Things for the .Thanksgiving
down the present press stand. Judges
Dinner
stand, refreshment and executive
Fannie Merritt Farmer, cookery buildings and all other stands groupeditor of the Wofan's Home Com- ed near the start and finish line and
panion writes oa "Good Things for behind the pits.
numThanksgiving", in the November
One large, modern pagoda building
She
thiit
publishperiodical.
of
ber
is to supplant the entire lot. This
es 12 recipes. Following arejhree of building will accommodate .those in
them:
charge of the race in the following
Oyster Soup Pu one quart of oysters in a colander and pour over one
On the lower, or ground floor, will
half cupful of coldS water. Pick over be located the telegraph and electrical
and chop oysters, put in a saucepan, appliances. On the second floor will
add cold water drained from oysters be the timing and scoring devices.
and enough more water to make one The press will be taken care of on
the third floor, and on the fourth
quart of liquid in all. Brown three
three and floor the judges and officials will have
f
The
taulespoonfuls of flour, and high, roomy accommodations.
continu.Jhe .tirpwning, then pour on fifth floor is for the management and
gradually, whUe stirring constantly, executives.
the oysftr llquttr. Bjjng to the boil
These plans have been ratified by
Carl G. Fisher, president of the n- ing point, and let 'simmer one-hahour. Strain, and add one cupful of dianapolis Motor Speedway company,
"
"teaspoonful of salt; and the building is now in progress.
cream,
Other changes being incorporated
and one;eighth teaspoonful of paprika
ibet Gravy Pour off by Manager of Events Charles W.
Brown; or
all liquid In the pan In which the tur- Sedwick are the installation of more
key has been roasted. From the .li- efficient scpring service and a general
in the utilization of
quid, skim Oftlsixi ta&lespoonfuls of improvement
fat, and return tof joasting pan. Place, parkage and paddock space.
Mr. Sedwick will sail about Novem
on top of jajige,' aid six tablespoon-ful- s
of flour and stir until well ber 1 for Europe, where he will dis
blended; thenlcook, stirring constant- cuss the May race meet with the most
ly until well browned. Pour on grad- prominent European manufacturers.
ually while' stirring constantly, three Entries are open January 1, and in
cupfuls of stock, bring to the boiling the meantime Mr. Sedwick expects
point, and let boil five minutes. Sea- to have the greatest field of racers
son with salt, and tsarin. To obtain lined up that ever faced a starter dur
the stock, cover giblets, neck, and ing the history of automobile racing.
tops of wings with five cupfuls of
EXPOSITION IS GROWING
cold water, bring slowly to the boilSan
Diego, Calif., Oct 30. Work
re
until
ing point, and let simmer
If a' glblet on the electricity building, which will
duced to three cupfuls.
most beautiful struc
gravy is desired, the giblets ara fine- be one of the
tures
(Diego exposition in
the
at
San
to
brown
added
the
and
ly chopped
is
de1915,
progressing rapidly. The
gravy. If a very rich gravy is
foundations
have been finished and
of
one
two
tablespoonfula
.or
sired,
ot
walls
white cement are rising.
the
butter may be added hit by bit
is 250 by 300 feet In
The
building
Thanksgiving Pudding Finely chop
beef suet; there should be one cup- size, modeled after the palace built
ful. Add one cupful of molasses and by Compte de Heras, a Spanish noble
one cupful of sour milk. Mis and sift man, in the City of Mexico in the
two and
cupfuls ot flour, seventeenth century.
The progress already made by the
f
one and
teaspoonfuls of soda.
f San
Diego exposition in the way of
one teaspoonful of cinnamon,
teaspoonful of clove, and one-hal- f planting, building, grading and public
teaspoonful of salt. Combine ity is greater than any other exposi
a
mixtures, and when well blended add tion has ever shown two years and
the
half
before
opening.
of
one and
raisins,
cupfuls
Wonderful advancement has been
seeded
and chopped, and three-fourthmade
especially In horticulture. The
cupful of currants, dredging1
cover over 100
the fruit with one-ha-lt
cupful of flour. exposition nurseries
now
are
about three- acres
there
and
Turn Into a buttered mold, covei,
million
fourths of a
plants ready to
and steam' 'four hours.
be set out, besides over 150,000 trees
and shrubs already growing In tha
WAIVES .EXAMINATION.
field.
Albuquerque, N. M, Oct. 30. ArThe four and a half files of wire
raigned before Justice Jose E. Ro- fence around the grounds ' is almost
mero inOld Albuquerque
today, finished.. As soon as it is ready
Night Marshal artjek O'Grady was vines will be set out so that they will
held to the ..grand jury in the sum of cover It
by 1915.
s
$500 for alleged assault on Frank
The botanical building will be comon October 24, O'Grady Waiving a
menced in a few days. Grading is
preliminary examination on instruc- almost completed for this structure,
tions from 'his counsel. City Attorney which will be the
e
largest
Felix H. Lester'.
.
ever constructed, 600 feet square and
Before the defendant was anaigned 58
feet high.
a stenographer took a position iit a
The field hospital has been finished
office
for the
desk in Judge Romero's
and thoroughly equipped with gradu'
purpose of taking ,the evidence, it ate nur&es in attendance.
to
the
then being the intention
fight
A restaurant and quarters equipped
case in the justice court. Romero with shower baths have been
opened
at
the
exceeding
pre'wfathy
grew
for the employes.
sumption of the stenographer. The
Eighty per cent of all grading for
court uttered a few cuss words, kick- streets
and buildings is completed.
ed over a chair and slumped the table
Work on the southern California
disThe
Into a corners
stenographer,
counties site is being done now. Re
gusted at ! the) treatment offered by
walls for the building and prothe court,' made his exit. It was then taining
are being erected. The citmenade
decided to
that O'Grady'svTxiunsel
rus orchard, which will be the main
waive examination.;
exhibit of this section of the state,
Chfquiqtii Case to Jury.
is already growing on the site. It
one
versus
state
case
of the
The
contains. 800 of the finest trees obChiquiqu'i, a ' Pueblo 'Indian,' 'Indicted
tainable.
t
for rape,' went to' the jury at 3:15
Work is being rushed on the 1,000- .
o'clock this' afternoon.
'foot bridge which will form the main
entrance to the ground. Men ,anJ
niule teams are excavating for the
j KANSAS, CITY, LIVE STOCK.
Kansas ity, AIo., Oct. 30. Cattle lake in Cabrillo canyon.
1,000
receipts; J2,000, including
PLENTY OF MONEY.
southerns. Market Bteady to 10 cents
San Francisco, Cal., Oct. 30. A
lower. Native, steam- - fli.5010.75;
southern steers 4.2a6.00; southern statement of the finances of the Pancows and heifers f3.255.00; native ama Pacific International exposition
cows and heifers $3.258.00; stock was filed here today with President
builB Charles C. Moore by Rodney S. Dur-keers and. feeders $1.507.25;
controller of the exposition. A
$4.005.25; calves. $5.00 8.75; west
ern steers $5Q08.50; western cows full report of Income, expenditure!
and subscriptions from the beginning
;;
$3.606.50.
15
business in December, 1909, unti
of
Market
,14,000.
Hogs Receipts
to 25 cents lower. Bulk of sales $7.30 September 30, 1912, is included.
The more important items are as
7.60; heavy $7.507.65; packers and
follows: Signed, subscriptions, $6,095,-350- ;
butchers ,$7.40;7.60;
light $7.30
unsigned pledges, $1,453,350; to7.50; pigs 5.50t.2o.
Market tal, $7,548,700;, expenditures for real
10,000.
expenditures foi
steady. 5 Muttons $3.5004.60; lambs estate, $305,166;
$6.006.85;' range wethers and yea?-lin- buildings and grounds, $340,342; to
balance,
unexpended
tal, $645,508;
$4.005.50; range ewes $2.50
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THE MENACE OF FREE
TRADE
Never in 20 years has the United
States b.een 6p near free trade and

its dreadful etfects as today. The

pity is that the business man, the
laboring man and the farmer have
rot awakened to a relaizatlon of how
woortmijfe this peril. Nearly every
body nawadays Is too busy to acquaint himself with the actual details of legislation. People fail to realize that the- president cannot make
laws, hat parties do. The democratic
party la In control of the house of
representatives, which, under the Constitution, Initiates tariff legislation.
There are 229 democratic congressmen.
The business men, the laboring men
and the farmers of the north do not
realize that the majority of these
democratic congressmen (or one huof them) are
nted and twenty-fiv- e
elected from the south the solid
south, without
any opposition to
speak of. Some of these congress
men do not poll as high as a
sand votes and none of them receives
more than ten thousand votes.
If business men, wage earners and
of
"farmers will examine the make-uthe committees of the house of representatives they will be astonished to
committees
find that of the fifty-fiv- e
In the house, the chairmanships ot
thirty-threare held by democrats
from the south. These leading southern democrats are able and honest
men, but they are frea traders to the
manner born. They constitute trie
house organization TheyKre ina
position to call an! control a caucus
of the house democrats. Howsoever
friends a northern democrat might
be to protection for the wage earners
and the farmers, he would be powerless to override the free trade majority from the south. So the house of
.representatives as at. present const'
ituted is, 'for free trade.,
t
.Is the senate the republicans nKve
.a margin of six.. Those republicans
, who are contemplating voting the pro
gressive ticket do not realize that
they are casting halt a vote to wipe
out this republican margin in the
For instance:' Should the progres
sives take away sufficient votes from
the republican party to permit Mr
Wilson to carry Illinois, two demo
cratic senators will be elected. Should
Iowa go democratic for the same rea
son, it will mean the election of a
democratic senator and the wiping
out of the republican control of the
enate. Thus it will be an easy matter to get favorable action upon ihe
free trade bills which the house
would eurely enact.
Now, what la there to prevent free
trade? Should Mr, Wilson be elected
there would be no republican president to veto these free trade bills, as
President Taft has vetoed them;
p

e

.

sen-ate-

From Page One)

eadia Nolan were unable to escape
from the building. They perished in
the flames.
Bishop Assists Rescuer.
Right Rev. Bishop J. W. Shaw
carried out several children, some of
whom were mere babies and unable
to help themselves.
Father Hume,
the chancellor, and Father Duffy,
chaplain, repeatedly rushed into the
burning building to rescue children
from the fire, groping helplessly about
in the smoke.
When the fire chief s apparatus arrived at the orphanage, the fire had
spread throughout the entire structure. The root had crumbled. The
dead nuns belonged to the Sisters of
Charity of the Incarnate Ward.
It was reported late this afternoon
that one of the sisters at first reported among the dead is still alive, although there is no hope for her' recover'..

one-hal-

(Cash in Advance tor Mail Subscrip
tions)
Remit by draft, check or money
order. H sent otherwise we will not
be responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on applica
tion.

'

lf

IMPALED ON A SNAG.
Silver City, N. M., Oct. 30. Ralph
W. Hooker, aged 19, son of Horace
Hooker, a prominent stockman ot
Grant county and himself a prominent young cattleman, was accidentally killed near Snow corral, 25 miles
northwest of Silver City Tuesday
morning while working for the H. W.
outfit, of which is father is general
manager and a large stockholder.
Ralph, in company with another employe of the company, named Andy
Stoggins, had been working the cattle
all morning. Stoggin's horse gave
out and he returned to camp. Late
in the afternoon Ralph's pony came
into camp riderless. Stoggins knew
immediately something was wrong
and started to look for him. He hunted all the rest of the afternoon and
during the greater part of Tuesday

one-half-

night, renewing the search early Wednesday morning. He traced the pony's
tracks back from he camp and this
led him to the spot where he founa
the lifeless body of the unfortunate
rider. The body lay against a small
sapling as if it nad slid down from
a leaning posture. Near it lay the
bloody snag while one ungloved hand
also bloody, showed where the unfortunate boy had plucked jthe stick from
his body. A gaping .wound in the
side just under the left arm, gave
mute testimony of the manner of
death.
,

one-fourt- h

one-hal-

one-hal-
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Patient Burned
Louisville,

Ky.,

In

Sanitarium.

Oct. 30.

One

pa-

tient was killed and several had narrow escapes from death when the
Martinsville sanitarium here was destroyed by tire tpday. Dr. J. W.
Foltz of South Park, Ky., ill in a
ward of one of the upper floors, was
burned to death. Two young women,
also patients, dropped safely into
nets. The origin of the fire is un,
known.
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PROBLEM OF BACKWARD CHILD
New York, Oct. 30. Some of the
brightest minds of the nation assembled at the College of the City pf
New York today to consider the
great problem of the mentally detective child and the saving of him for
The conference
useful citizenship.
is similar to the one held here last

year and which attracted internation
al attention at the time. Dr. P. P.
Claxtlon, United States commissioned of education, is presiding over the
three days' sessions. Other notable
participants Include Gardner C. Bas
set of Johns Hopkins university, Professor James E. Lough of New York
university, Miss Mary R Campbell of
Chicago, and Dr. C. Ward Crampton,
director of physical training in the

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Oct, 30. European advices that Austria and Russia Tiad
feachod an agreement concerning the
Balkan situation caused a violent
of prJcPa at the opening here today. Canadian Pacific rose over 3
numerous one point
points, with
Later heavy selling
gains elsewhere.
cancelled virtually all the rise and
sent some Issues,
Steel,
notably
Smelting and St. Paul under yesterday's lowest.
Public interest was moire negligible
than usual, a fact attributed to the
were
approaching election. Bonds
easy.
Lower prices were touched in the
noon hour, Reading losing
three
being
points and extreme weakness
shown by Steel, Amalgamated and
other leaders. The decline was gradual with few signs ot support.
Short covering checked the decline
but the recovery was extremely moderate and trading fell off on the ral-
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$630,044.
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GASKILfc .and 'MaeVITTY (Inc.) OF1EKS
A PLAY OF
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E""ai

HUMAN

UPON AN
EMBLEM OF

L

PURITY

M m

J"ll" vLU
Author

of

Ja.nic Merodlih, Alipo of Old Vlncrm, Tha Prisoner of Zert
da, David Htninv, The Spender. Etc.

THE

Slow
The market closed strong.
but steady Improvement In the flna.l
hour was noted with most stocks ruling on a parity with or above yester-terdayShorts were the
closing.
principal buyers but the belated support also encouraged some lohg buying. The closing sales were:
'Amalgamated
834
Copper
American Beet Sugar
1234

1

C KOSE

By EDWAHO

ly.

New YorKT

(

Chicago
Boston Success

21

GREAT j

's

ACT II. One hour later.

"I count

. .

ACTIV. Outside the chapel one year
ater.

Wil-

.'

each bead and ttrive atLtttto team
kite the Croft, tweetheartlto kit the Croat!"

"I kite

'

"

nrer, every oae aptH,
'
My SdrtrryF'

COMPLETE

To

PRODUCTION

MAGNIFICENT

Gorgeous EIectrica.1 Effects

75
.

" tell each bead unto the end,
and there a eroat U hung--

(TEXT BY ROBEKT CAMERON KOGESS)

-

Prices

r.114

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Oct. 30. Accord between
Austria and Russia concerning the
Balkans forced the wheat market to
day to a lower level. Opening fig
ures showed
decline. De
to
cember started at 91 to , a loss
.
to
The
of
and fell to 91
close was steady with Deoember 1
1

them

My

t!
.

Bruce

ton's study.

PLAY

ACT III. Bruce Wilton's Study the
next morning.

"The hour I tpent with thee ictr hcirt.
u $ itrlag of petrls to ate.

l09

.

,

An

137
114
123
169

'.

Ot

SYNOPSIS
ACT I. Lawn In front of Bruce
' country borne. West Chester, N. Y.

...108

A,tchison
'
Great Northern .:
New York Central
Northern Pacific '.
Reading .
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific ..
United States Steel..'.
United States Steel, pfd..

$1,050

-

-

-

$1.50. $1.00. 75. 50 cts

4T YOUR DOQH

FULLY EQUIPPED

91.

cent net lower at

on
October corn dropped 3 to 56
a few transactions. December opento
ed
lower at 52
to
and sagged to
The close
was easy at
for December, a
net loss of December oats started unchanged
to
off at 32 to 32
and seemed disposed to keep within these limits.
Active investment gave strength to
First sales ranged from
provisions.
7
decline to 22
increase, with
January $18.25 to $18.50 for pork;
for lard and $9.87
to $9.90
$10.52
for ribs. The closing quotations were:
Wheat, Dec.
May 96

52.

5152

Corn,
Oats,
Pork,
Lard,
Ribs,

Dec.
Dec.

HOD! 53T

OVERLAND

or call and we will have our demonstrator,

Telephone
show, you.

Las

9191;
5152; May 51.
3232.

96.

r'"!:

''I'"

'

Autoinoblle

Veps

&

Phone Main 344.

.,:

lliliee
&

Whalen,

Co.

Fowler

Prtps

Jan. $18.50.
Jan. $10.62.
Jan. $9.92.

Sick headache Is caused by a disordered
stomach.
Take Chamber
Iain's Tablets and correct that and the
headaches will disappear.
For w.le
by all dealers. Adv.

m

Optic's Want Ad. Columns Bring Results

IMPROVEMENTS
'OR the past fifteen years we have been building up our business
by piece just as a brick layer raises a solid wall upon the
the solid work at .the bottom until it has grown to such an extent
that it haa become necessary for us to make extensive improvements

1 r piece

fm

it

and increase our floor space!'" ; Our New
Apparel
Department to be completed in a few days will stand second to, none
in the NEW STATE.
Ready-To-We-

'hi

IfV;f

.

JOHNSON STILL SAFE.
tJ. (JhJcagq, Oct 30. Six indictment?
charging violation, of the federal white
slave statute, none of them, however,

- r

.

New York publje schools.

ar

flAIl otour Departments' 'ap- now overflowing with nice clean
and
merchandise.See what we can show
you in Ladies
"Coats7Suits7'Evenitig G6whsrWaisfs,'Shoes, Hats etc For men we
have a strong lin'of Hats' jr Suits', Underwear and 'Shoes. When
-

-

-

.

fi

trt

J

-

J"

nm-.

niwvxMrf

'

involving Pugilist Jack Johnson,
were returned by the federal grand
jury today. Immediately afterward
the inquisitors summoned Lucile Ca
meron, whose relations with Johnson
brought him to the attention of the
her
government officials, to fulfill
promise to tell many more details
of her associations with the negro.

"you

think of BoyVTogsi

Of US.

suckacldthing,
"';.':. '',"'
'

Caps and Shoes, think

,

J

y

Come and

s
64--

,

',,

See- -

Our New Store

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

WANTED Woman to assist In caring for invalid. Apply Miss Richley,
508 Main avenue.
WANTED
avenue.

Plain sewing.

510

Main

s

4.00.

1912.

k

STRUCTURE WILL BE FIVE STORIES IN HEIGHT AND WILL
HOUSE OFFICIALS.

CURRENT MAGAZINES

.05
.15
65
7.60

30,

h

CHILDREN

4.4.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Daily, by Carrier:
Per Copy
One Wwk
One Month
One Year
Daily by Mail
One Year
.
Bis Months

TO SAVE ORPHAF

perity.
,

Eutered at the postot'tice at East
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis
sion through the United States mails
A3 second class matter.

DIE

NEW PAGODA FOR SIX SISTERS

fllOU SPEED

OCTOBER

OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,

FOB RENT
will board.

One baa room; furnace;
510 Main avenue.
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LAW VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

SIX

Business,,

Precinct

ELECTION PROCLAMATION.

INDEPENDENCE DAYS ABROAfl

WEDNESDAY,.

City hall.

No. 29,

OCTOBER 30, 1912.

East Las Vegas

.

Precinct No. 30, Canon Manuelltas
Whereas, under Section 1, Chapter
House of Epiflnio Villi.
105, Laws of 1909, of the State of
dom.
Precinct No. 31, Puertlcito House
New Mexico, the Board of County
Commissioners of the County of San of Nestor Griego.
Pari, Franca. Wherever there la a
Precinct No, 32, El Pueblo House
Stata of New Mexico, Is refree country It has lt flay of Inde- Miguel,
to proclaim the-- coming elec- of Antonio Ribera.
quired
Fourth
to
our
pendence, corresponding
Precinct No. 33, Los Vlgiles House
of July, and which, la always the great tion to be held In November A. D.
Manuel Mares.
of
1912.
festival of the year, when the people
No. 34, San Iaidor House
Precinct
Indulge in rejoicings of every Imagwith
Now, therefore, in accordance
inable kind.
of Fermin Benavldes.
we
the
the
above
law,
undersigned,
ft.
Prop
In France the festival celebrates the
Precinct No. 35, Las paliinas
Hoard of County Commissioners
Cor Grand and 1jt!g!a Ave.
fall of the Baatlle, which marked the the
House of Celestino Garcia.
New
of
of
San
State
County,
Miguel
beginning of the revolution. The date
J Sast La Vrgv, K. M.
Precinct No. 36, Penasco Blanca
of this event waa July 14, 1789, but it Mexico, do hereby proclaim and give
House of J. F, Sandoval.
ai not until 1830 that the atmivers- - public notice on this 25th day of Oc
Precinct No. 37, Cerrito House 01
tober A, D. 1912, In open session, that
an election to be held within said Luciano Qulntana.
No. 38, Los Torres House
county and the several precincts , Precinct
LAS VEGAS GARAGE
thereof, on Tuesday the fifth day of of Luis Montano, Jr.
Precinct No. 39, Tecolotita House
M tZD'.U Vivf
November A. D. 912, is for the purof Cristobal Lucero
followto
the
of
persona
electing
pose
415 Grand Ave
Precinct No. 40, BernaV House of
ing offices an dthe names of the varPhone Wuia 447
ious candidates for each of said of Epifanio Duran
Precinct No. 41, Canon Larg- ofices, together with their respective
JBailery Charging StaJioo
House of Benlgno Martinez,
here
are
given
addresses,
postofflce
AefonjobiJes for Hire
Precinct No. 42, Romeroville
below and as tney appear on tile
in the office of the County Clerk and House of Jose I. Montoya.
Precinct No. 43, San Auguetin
Recorder of Saa Miguel
County, New Mexico, and also, for House of Lorenzo Garcia.
Precinct No. 44, Ojitos Frios
the purpose of voting on a proposed
PETER P. MACKEL
1
I ' t ?
4
House of Daniel Chavez.
to
State
the
Constitution
amendment
HOult AND IGM PAINTING
Prectlnct
No.
45,
Cherryvale
and a proposed Bona issue of Five
H"iw"o4 Filiating, Paper Haaglng
main' School house
Dollars
to
Thousand
Hundred
aed Oiaiiag.
Precinct No. 46, Emplazado House
tain State Highways within the bounCtveerfyKy
of Roman Romero.
New
of
daries
Mexico,
- Old Town
S'.d
Piaa
Precinct No. .47, Hot Springs
For Representative, in Congress, at
( House of Lorenzo Leal,
Large:
Precinct No. 48, Trementlna
Republican candidate Nathan Jaf-- j House of
Hllario Gonzales.
.f-- hi fa, Roswell, N. M.
Precinct No. 49, Agua Zarca-Hous.3
Democratic
LATNJMOTERS SHARPENED
candidate Harvey B.
of Lorenzo Delgado.
toe
Ferguason, Albuquerque, N. M.
.rjnaailfh-- - Bicycle aw
Precinct No. 50, Guadalupe House
Kursaal at Geneva.
Marcos
candidate
C,
Progressive
of Matias Aragon.
E. Las Vega stry was made by the government au- de Baca, Bernalillo, N. M.
Precinct No. 51, .San Ignacio
526ta Street
Andrew
candidate
Socialist
thority a national holiday. In all the
House of Felix Garcia,
comcities of the French republic It is
Roswell, N. M.
Precinct No. 52, Las Colonias
memorated by illuminations, fireworks,
For
Presidential Electors:
House of Andrea Ruiz.
Aoirflfili!e, Carriage h
special theatrical performances, balls,
candidates Levi .A.
Republican
Precinct No. 53, Encinosa House
concert and much chanting of the
Santa
Fe, N. M.; Eufraclo of Antonio D. Florres.
Hughes,
war
of
all
Marseillaise, the greatest
Gallegos, Gallegos, N. M.; Matt Fow.'. 0. HCEMAN
stmss.
Done at Las Vegas, New Mexico,
th
of
called
the
festival
is
What
ler, Silver City, N. M.
Grand Ave
this 25th day of October A. D. 1912,
429
Escalade is the independence day oi
Democratic
candidates jfi. C. de
Commission
the little repobllc of Geneva certain- Baca, East Las Vegas, N. M.; J. H. by the Board of County
San
of
ers
of
the
Miguel,
County
moat
of
all repub- Latham, Lake
ly the
picturesque
Valley, N. M.; Samuel New Mexico, in open session,
lics. It Is now, of course, a part of
D. Stennls, Jr., Cartebad, N. M.
Board of county Commission
Switzerland, but this is comparatively
E.
Progressive candidates-calm- er
era of the County of San
During all the middle ages,
wlta bloody wars raging on every Studley, Raton, N. M.; Dora Frazler
Miguel, New Mexico.
?rmfe Balhj and Lavatories hand, Geneva a quiet little town in Thomas, Roswell, S. M.; George W. v
FIDEL ORTIZ,
By
'
Valley of the Rhone, surrounded Armijo, Santa Fe, N. M.
Chairman.
ov.a.j IIAt ?H7ate TelepVnei the
d
''"?;.,
mountains held Its
by
Socialist
candidates
Walter
Cook,
$2.50
and
.?.
5ajr
Attest:
tip
5wn against every foe and retained Its

THE OPT.IC

Many Other Nations Celebrate Time
They Gained Their Free,

WANT

GkllTHAL HOT EL
r.:ns. rum.

CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

Eg-gu-

Man

PA til

tin a

PLAZA HOTEL
pr
AMEK1CA5

Hp!

a--

rfnt

snow-cappe-

FIAN

freedom.
Rut on

Kaiea b Week or Manth

1

te

night of December 11,
It had an exceedingly narrow es
cape. Large forces, secretly gathered,
REDUCED RATES
which had marched from several
'f Wf, cewsp'x.l ar.d greaa cop strongholds In Havoy, crossed tht
a;ijr'iy,f, elective; n&Ul December Rirer Arve and began to scale ths
walls with ladders. There was an
J, i'j)2,
alarm and the citizens, springing from
yn'.ra, 1J9 per cable foot
load for f.rst their beds, rubed out In scanty attire.
$3.05
The enemy were driven back and by
load for aac-iosnjs; $2.S$
noon on the
were com
I'a-C;
and $2.W per load pletely routed.following day
Italy, although a monarchy, has It
- tntn
to CbW.bg 1141
independence day. This falls al'
ways on the first Sunday In June and
ThM prtosa a 4 Midertly be- Is called the festival of the constitution. It celebrate the final union ol
low tho
gftt I7 U city ordinance,
Italy, which wa ajcompllnhed in 1S70.
&4 St It
tkU lie
2&tly re'.
y
taie advantage of th.'a
TROOPS TEST HUGE MORTARS
to make it a city wide nani;-J1802,

pr
pr

s

e4

oppor-f-ws't-

movesso&t

at Honolulu Make
Artillerymen
Small Percentage Firing at

ws:i;'vt J. tkVA"cux.

FOLEY'S

HONEY

TAR

fn

C"t
C.

tcyj

Then Husband Tells Her &h
Wife for Poor Man, 8h

Co.

Testifies.

y;

fay, Wu.Ield,

Is No

Ala.,
tnfwA wJfh

"My

Yorif. The mint economical
T. i, 1(f
Hday bouewlfe, one who tan pay all the
Sft'f hUA1rt trrril,
tA1 h4 bid to
boosehoM rxtKiises on a lit--t
over $1.50 a week, has been
s
tt'-and
re
lttvit reiif,
b:m f'Iey Kidney brought to light through an alimony
we r
f?
it in a Urmklyn wart. Mrs, Irene
b
p'-d;
K'lf'-d'-- r
of 8iafft Inland tells in her
f.d on the f.ftfi,
'.re,
to tb court bow she ran
r
a
Hi cont!rjoe4
to r'A
tjfit'l en- - husband's home successfully for 25
KMr,y
d R.d wfteks on $.'5, That was hard enough
y t,t"A"
C
to do, fe a4d, but It ws harder still
Ad'.
ry-when they parted, to have her
f ing out at her that she was no
Of
If. tf, f';W, Wif-WiwJfa f'yf a yMit
"My b'y fcd a
'wr,
at,
ttnl hron'-h'Vn- ,
jff..
w be
Kt cjt of bd f'-- r WATER IN CANAL IN YEAR
Fo-?'
'!
Tin frw tirwm of
ftd
a i'.'ft
t'rAnyH k!m This Indicated by Work of Excavation
d bf're we bd ir5Wi blm tbe e'n
on the Panama Ditch During
b wm well.
,

Mew

ft

';;
.

'Id

wf

'

)

h--

foy

.

r

,

hu-bc-

W'

At,

ws,

Tf

'f tftit, Wtto,
f
f.d Tr emiymti4
fn or boe. It is
,r.ri'ijy
ftd
ffe'itjre,'' O, O
lrMt1fjf
'.d f'd
frj

July.

W'f ttt,r.7

Washington, D, C Within a year
water wlli be flowing where the great
s'carn shoft l are now working on the
l'nrr,a canal If xca ration continues
at the pv set in July, Keports Juat
A, VAttttn, VMnt. m 1a.., wrttot: received
how that during ths
i it, mm I look F!ry Kdrey mofjt'a
l,W,fiVt ciibte yards of rock
r.d
ti'rtttm ffe
were taken out, compared
arid
1
I
like with earth
tt Xaah rirr,il'rm, Urtt'rm
2,220,770 cubic yrds In June."
kldfie7
f,, if.xtt, I mit!ttA
Foley Kld-f.rV.ttf,t
finds Remains of Two-Toe1
will r'mmend
roe,
Tex The remains of a
trw-frow
to ail (rilferer
IrMney
toed horce have been found here
and Red Crosa
o, O,
Adv.
(

W-b--

7.

,,

r

;.

ftAWin,

l,tfer

r'-n- !

f'---

t't

-f

d

tion: '
FOOTBALL NOTES
"Thla state shall never enact any
law restricting or abridging the right
of suffrage on account of race, color
West Point has a coming halfback
or previous condition of servitude."
In Hogg, and a brilliant end rush In
For a Bond Issue:
For the issuance of bonds by the 'Hoge.
Bill
has
state of New Mexico In the sum of Georgetown old engaged
star,
the
Pennsylvania
1500,000 for the purpose of constructto coach the team on defense.
ing and maintaining a system of state
It costs more than $1,000 to fceep
highways.
a big college team player properly arAnd the several places where said mored for the
game of football.
election Is to be held within the varC. White, Jr., one of the backs on
ious precincts of the said County of the Yale scrub team, Is a son of
San Miguel, respectively, are as folCharley White, the veteran boxing relows,
feree.
Precinct No. 1, San Miguel House
Pennsylvania got a poor start this
of Isldor Lopez.
year, but may yet be able to finish
Precinct No. 2, jh Cuesta Hocse the season in a blaze of
glory.
of Hllario Carcia.
has given more trou
Quarterback
Precinct No. 3, Laj Vegas South
ble to the Yale coaches this season,
House of E. Romero.
than any other position on the Eli
Precinct No. 4, Tecokrt.e House of team.
Luis Gonzales.
The Cornell squad hereafter will
Precinct No. 5, Las Vegas North
hold only three scrimmages' a week,
House of Jose P. Mares.
the games played at Ithaca.
Prfcinc No. 6, Las Vegas Central ncluding
The Harvard coaches probably will
Howe ot Jo Blea.
keep Holllster at end from now on.
Precinct N". 7 San Antonio
as Freedly has been taken to the varHouae of Fernandez Armijo.
sity squad from the second team.
Precinct No. X, Upper Las Vegas
Coach Stagg, of the University of
Houso of Bonifacio Baca.
squad, whitewashed a pig
Chicago
Precinct No. 9, Pecos House ot
which is called the "ghost ball,"
skin,
I'ertro Ribera.
hia team to. use during late even
Prertcet Nc jo, Chaperito House for
'
ing
practice. .
of Pedro Garduno.
Yost,
Up"
In
Maulbetsch,
"Hurry
Precinct No, 11, San Geronlmo
the Michigan coach,, declares he has
Hooae of Sanltago Herrera.
Maulbetsch is playHeston.
Precinct No, 12, Rowe House of another
ing with the s:rubs and will be eligManuel Archuleta.
team next year.
Precinct No, 13, Rociada House of ible for the varsity
Jose Ignacio Martinez.
Precinct No. 14, Sapello House of
Oligario Montoya.
WITH THE BOXERS
Precinct No. 15, Manuellta House
V
of Encamacion Perea.
Precinct No. 16, Union House of
Reports from San Francisco have
Guadalupe Ortiz.
it
that Willie Ritchie is about U
Precinct No, 17, San Patriae
sidetrack his manager, Billy Nolan.
School house.
wants to meet
Battling Nelson
Precinct No. IS, Mlshawka House
Packey McFarland and is willing to
of E. 8. Crooks.
Precinct No. 19, McKinley House let McFarland name the terms.
Jack Redmond has been matched
of Hlglnlo Lucero,
Precinct No. 20, San Juan House to meet Kid Alberts, of New York,
d
in a
bout at Brooklyn.
of Jose A. Gallegos.
said
is
that a New Mexico proit
Precinct No. 21, Casa Colorada
moter is ready to post $20,000 for a
House of Macario Leyba.
Precinct No. 22, Sablnoso House clash' between Jim Flynh and John
Willie.
of Leandfo Jimlnez,
''Gunboat" Smith Is boxing in much
Precinct No. 23, San Jose Houbs
better form in New York than he did
of Manuel Tafoya.
La Liondre House In California, whtre he first branchPrecinct No.
ed out as a boxer.
of Luis R. Tapla.
It is possible that Johnny 'Coulot
Precinct No. 25, Pena Blanea
will get a return match with Kid WilHouse of Mdor Duran,
liams, the bout to be staged at New
Precinct No. 26, Los Alamos
Orleans or Baltimore.
House of Santiago I Gallegos.
Leach Cross' brother Is out with a
Precinct No. 27, San Pablo House
guarantee of $f!,000 to Ad Walgost if
of Joee Dario Atencio.
Precinct No. 28, Chaves House of the latter will consent to meet Leach
bout at New York.
,in a
George Chavez.
to-wi-t:

(A President of the Board of
Target,
Health, City of I A Veas.
Honolulu
C. C. OORfXw,
Artillerymen engaged In
mortars
with
P&ysV.Ua and Bewretarjr Board target practicebeyond Diamond Head attempted to
?
Keiib, f;p.y of La Ve?a.
d"monrafe that It is possible to destroy any hostile warship at a long distance by mortars.
TTw firing was at a small target set
yards off shore. lo ten shots
fired there was one bit, and certain
officers- bellev that most of thej shots
were entirely too wid of the nark.
COMPOUND
Maj, Kdward J. Tlmberland, who
For ov;f f hrc 6rs.M 3 fvwit was
in cbarg of the battery, said,
COUGH
for
S, however, that while tbe practice showmie.m
COLfi, COUr, VHOOPlh'Ci ed a poor percentage of hits, tha test
hstd proved tb
ffideTcy of the morar.4'c'IUfTY BREATHING. Tak tars.
percentage of hits was
si f.fst aign of a old. Oick, safa Tfc srr.all
f.4 f?ia!i? Tl B5 HivMi th partially d to high winds.
i tf mark cd tLe genuine.
r
RUfiS HOME WEEKS ON $55

Myor

Magdalena, N. M.; Deroy Welsh, NorLORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
ton, N. M.; W. T. Holmes, Farming-ton- ,
(Seal)
N. M.
For an Amendment of Section 5, of
"ITArticle XXI of the State Constitu-
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R3cordB and

Meets, second aia
fourth Tuesday evening of eac
month Elks Home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue.. Visiting brothP. D.
ers are cordially, inrl'-- d.
Exalted Rule?; D. W., Condon,
.
Secretary.

B. P. O. ELKS

.

:

7

V

Rg-44ul-

a

Invite
Uebic

Chaaeelloi

nier.

cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six 'ordinary words to a line. LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
No ad to occupy less space than two
-- KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Une. All advertls ments charged
conclave
Te
will be booked at space actually set, ;L
day In each moath, at Ma
without regard to number of words. socio Temple at 7:80 p. m. C. D.
Cash In advance preferred, '
Boucher. 8. C; Cha. Tamme, ; Re
'
cordtf.
Five

Sir

r

cordial!?
t'f,i
fSV?Cfias

Secretary.

-

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. , ROYAL
Iteohw eonvoca-ARCH MASONS
tlo trtt IKday In each
second and
moat
at Kaaoala Tenv L. O. O. MOOSE Meets each month
evening
fourth
Thursday
ple, at T:t0 p. m. M. R.
at W- - O. W. hall. Visiting brothers
Wlinama, H. P.; T. O.
cordially invited. Dr. H. W. Houl,
Blood, Secretary.
Dictator; J. Thornhill, Secretary.
-

to-wl-

H. C. YOUNG

i

ADVER

.

AFF

C

A N B

T

Y SHORT ORDERS AN D ReGULAR DINNER3
THE BEST GOODS .OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

month.
RATES

A N

"

COLUMN
FOR

oS

A

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

-
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'

CHAPMAN

'

.,

;

REST

LOBBY
-

Directory
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,OPTIC8 NUMBER,

MAIN

t.

RANSFORD CHAPTER NO, LO, L
&-l- Uets
ATTOKNEY81
ftrat aaa ttlrd Fridays In
Maaoalc Tempi Hn. T. & Bowen,
HUNKER
HUNKER.
Wortiy Katroa,- - Janoa O. RuUedue
WANTED Young woman as clerk la
A Him
Geo.
Hunker
H,
riumier
lira. Qocrzs Tripp,
retail store. Muet be reliable, neat Worthy Patroa;
Law
at
Attorney
Secretary, pfeon Main 828. 120
industrious. "Application will
, and
Mt- Ia Vmuii.
Grand avenue.
be received by mail only. Potter
Candy Company.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
LOCAL TIME CARD
10
Meets every Monday night at
WANTED Porter at La Pension
O. R.
'
Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
'
EAST BOUND ".
hotel.
8 o'clock.
Vlsltlnr nemaara mr
Arrive
EL Gearing,
cordially weleone.
No.
1:11 a.
1:10 p. m.
preaident; J. T. Bonier, secretary: No.
m
11:19
4.. ..11:06 u m..
C. H. Bally, treaaarw.
1:15
m
1:16
a.
a.
m.
No.
8....
FOR SALE Furniture for 10 rooms.
No. 10.... l!45 p. m.. ., . 1:16 a
628 Grand avenue.
".
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the forest of brotherly
WEST BOUND
AN almost new upright piano at a
love at Woodmen of the World hall, No.
b.
1. ....1:20 p.
bargain. Inquire at Plaza hotel.
on the second and fourth
Fridays Na 8. ....6:10 a.' m
6:15 a.
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H. No.
?., ....4:40 p. m.......4:b0 p.
FOR SALE 6 room modern houss,
Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. No. . ....6:35 p. m
.7:00 p.
furnace heat. Apply B. H. Newlee.
Visiting neighbors are especially
1045 .Fifth street
welcome and cordially Invited.
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
FOR. SALE One house and lot; one
local applications, as they cannot
. E. R03ENWALD LODGE NO. 541. by
house and two lots. A snap for
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
I. O; of B B.Meet
every flrai There is only, one way to cure deafcash. Must sell this month
See
Tuesday of the month In the vestry ness, and that Is by constitutional
Cutler Brothers.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at i remedies. Deafness ia caused by an
mucous lino'clock p. m. fialtins brothers are Inflamed condition of the
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
Invited
Isaac Appe) lUlU bUUQ ID UiUlUUCU JUU uaYO M
cordiaiy
President; Charles Greene lay, Set rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing,
FOR RENT Four ' room
furnished
and when it Is entirely closed, deafretary.
ness is the result and unless the ln- house.
Modern except heat. 812
iiammauon can oe laiten oui ana hum
Eighth street
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC
cube restored to its normal conditions,
. NO.
804. Meets second and foir
hearing will be destroyed forever;
kisnt OR SALE Six room Thu-tda- y
nine cases out of ten are caused br
in O. R. C. hall. Pion
modern house with basement on
catarrh, which is nothing but an Ino
are
members
building.
Visiting
flamed condition ot the mucous sur,'
Boulevard. Cutler Brothers. '
'
invled.
Peter Emenaker, G faces.
dlally
BL, Richard Devlna, F. 8
We will give One Hundred Dollars
FOR RENT Modern eight room cot
for any case of deafness (caused by
918
unfurnished..
tage,
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Apply
I. O. O. FY LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulEighth street.
,1. Meets every Monday evening a ars, free.
F. .T. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo. Ohio
their ha'l on Sixth street All visit
FOR RENT Furnished rooms
for
Sold by DrugglBts, 75c.
brethren
Invited
at
to
ing
cordially
921
Take Hall's Family Pills for constv
Linco.
light housekeeping.
tend. J . D. FrWenatlne, N. G., pation. Adv.
Avenue.
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood
H. M. Beatty, Ltttle Rock, Ark,
Secretary; Karl WerU, Treasurer-CFOR RENT For Elks only, a few
V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
says: "For the past two years I sufchoice rooms in the New Elks'
fered with kidney trouble had severe
'
Home.
pains across my back and over my
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tnee hips that almost meant death to me
"On Man" McCloskey, the Bangor
day evenings each month, at WooO at times. I uBed several well known
man halL Visiting Brothers eoi kidney remedies, but got no relief unhas
been,
heavyweight,
picked up by
til I used Foley Kidney Pills. These
Tom O'Rourke, the veteran manager
dlally Invited to attend. A. M I can truthfully say
made me a sound
of boxcr4 Tom asserts
that the Adlar, President; E. C, Ward, 8m and well man." O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
Maine slugger will be ready to don
retary.
the spangles In about two .months,
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Here is a woman who speaks from
personal knowledge and long experi-

ence, viz.; Mrs. P. H. Brogan, of Wilson, Pa., who says, "I know from experience that Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy Is far superior to any other.
For croup there Is nothing that ex
cels it." For sale by all dealers
Adv.
- i

When you have a Dad cold you want
the best medicine obtainable so as to
cure it with as' little delay as possible. Here is a druggist's opinion:
"I .have sold Chamberlaina
Cough
Remedy for fifteen years," says Enoe
Lollar of Saratoga, Ind., "and consider It the best on the market" For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
'

If you have young children you have
perhaps noticed that disorders of the
stomach are their most common aliment. To correct this you will find
Stomach
Chamberlain's
and Liver
Tablets excellent They are easy and
pleasant to take, and mild and gentle
in effect. For sale by all dealers.- -;
-

Adv.'
YOUTHFUL

SLAYER ON TRIAL

Shreveport, La., Oct

30.

Joseph

boy, was arO'Dwyer, an
raigned In court here today to stand
trial for murder. He is accused of
killing Thomas P. Whitehead, an aged
paralytic, near. the latter's home on
August 20 last According to eye witnesses, O'Dwyer slapped the
daughter of Whitehead and
drew a pistol on a married daughter.
The youth then called Whitehead to
the gate and shot him" through the
breast, causing death two hours later. The victim of the tragedy left
a wife and eight children.
seven-year-ol-

RETAIL PRICES

I9

lbs. or More, Eac

lb.

Delivery...

be. to ZGS
Each Delivery
Ibe ElO, OcHvery
ZSt Ike. U 1,C
M lbs
6S lbs. to
Each Delivery

1,St

I

Lata Than

fia

..,
....

....

Iba, Eaeii Daiivery

.

te per IN

lac.

. Z5e

par 1M lbs.
We par tea Ik
. 4e par 1H Ik
Me pee in Ik.

AGUA PUR A COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

ANT Ads

Are Best
Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom
among a'l
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone whq reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, .var
(and are anxious to fiqd and pay cash for) books, automobiles
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
.
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible
buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders' of the
best markets!
.
'

,
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPT.IC,
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.
tne ttair
went
r3a paipit. tie was stni wait ana
fciHs but ilia eyes were
bright and hla
;iig clua?. H gave the opening
f fl.yrtia aal th aenrice began.
4 T'ay aa!f It waa the Aneat aennon
9er pr:icJiJ !a ftat church, and prfaai;. tt was. WSen It waa over b- ;ar tae beaedxtion waa pronoanced,
out from bebfnd the
Ei:r7 stept
pnipit to the edge of th platform. He
race
iocHf.it over tne menaiy
up
turned to his aid, for an Instant, It
hlm-stseemed: that he eould not truat
lf
t apeak.
"My frlenda." he said, "I cannot let
yaw g without at personal word. I
iwe you ao much, aiJ of yon, that notb-in- ?
I can aay wlil conrey to yoa my
feeilns of gratitude and lev for UUa
xf
iamiaiuf
tnf frva
ani tfita chnrch. Too
r
V'
ur j uuiwf aa ?nt. wast :i eo)i?rSatfon
ftae staoj; fey me
throfigh. Ton
3x
"I:r. rjwa aS ti
tha triatd me and beiiered
vestry
la me. I
v.ra.
y is5t
dikes
eame
a atranger. I hae
'ir ,ea.n-J- t rijserjanif w found tsereTruniet
truest friends a man
!Jt' .Tt
t ra w'iii! bua'jes, CC enurs eould 6op the
find yea, and more
t
nutivtj ii
ri.w Sas was ztaoT ca taan friends, if I ttve, and while I
L.thaLl hop to prove by the beJt
a
g.MU.'
many
ettort that ia ia me my realization of
the great debt owe you and my e
to repay it, even though the pay.
went must, of necessity, be ao Inade.
... God bieas you all and thanU
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yoa want?" he asked

gruf-3-

"Heavens to Betsy' Don't look so
A hody'd thlnlt yon was goin"
to he h:ia?. to Iocs at you. BUhy, yoa
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might say."

He walked to the back door of the
kltcbeij, threw It open, and stood look.
ing put.
Kezlah," be said, "como here a
minute."
She came from the dining room and
stood at his side. He put an arm
about her.
"Look oft! there," be said, pointing
with his free hand. "See that?"- The sun was lust settlne and all
the west waa gorgeous with crimson
and purple and yellow. The bay waa
spangled with fire, the high sand
bluffs along the shore looked like
broken golden lagots. They were to
be married In, another month. It
would be a double wedding, for Grace
and the minister were to be married
at the same time. Then Nat and his
wife were to go to New York, where
a new ship. Just out of the builders'
hands, was to be ready for him. She
was a fine one, this successor to the
Sea Mist, She had been building for
more than a year and when Captain
Hammond returned, safe and sound,
and with their rioney In bia possession, the owners decided at once that
he should command the addition to
their fleet. She was to sail for Liverpool and Kezlah was to be a passen-

ger.
"I can't hardly wait to get to sea,"
went on Nat, 'Think of it! No more
'snmiS wa
f
lonesome meals in the cabin, thinkin'
raest Ks:tt iiwi.
I
Tc
about you and about borne. No, sir!
a a
jay he, wi
you and home'II be right aboard with
me. Think of the fun we'll have in
I ilif ; vi ?,v.rt lay.
the foreign ports. I ain't rich enough
to give you what you deserve, now airjt arijuoif
ry, a a he '
where near; but 111 work hard and
&
aad march- ra' ae4y
do my best, my girl you see."
f
ri a:ai aa stra.irsn anr
Kezlah was looking out over the
acarray m k"f Mm inta irl Only
bay, her eyes brighter than the sunra.'irfi fa t.r.r h pat a?
set. Now she turned to look up into
m "XAait a 2T he- wi ri.l,''.a' Sim- his face.
Tuvf wtit rv.Uvim. Ivm fa that f
"Rich!" she repeated, with a little
ry aass Stee Bkaaai taaie4, tat
Js.m'" fcai dir
catch in her voice. "Rich! there nevi
i's't a.
"3 re's Gohr
to
That!"
Marry
er was a woman in this world so rich
firfa't iwi aurry &w hiai tiea."
hi danaiiMf
Ojnnn Zjtajflst
Hell tell you, Mr. Ellery; and as I am this minute. Or so. happy,
,raj't as, Smmc-jo- taaa tu.uaier. They jf rememoer we count on yo. Neither either."
THE END.
aajtlt
Tr: net t 117. u;e ncr Caleh wnts't hare nobody elae."
aiaa
narU
she seized Mr. Pratt by the arm
n3J
liaeri isara; v.et if he married an.t Ted him hastily away. Kyan
Bewildering Names.
Women who do only a small amount
t awa ry asiini jvmijr an poorer f Icokwf after them.
wm. J
reraarted oy aas- - f "Hun??" he muttered. "I wish, by of buying are likely to feel oppressed,
when they do undertake to make some
tftatacaoA
that the tt j
enni
ri
ir.::;f. I had the hangln' of modest
a .id less ; some f'.IS.i!
irir-j- - la,
wiam
purchases, by their ignorance
put a tighter collar of
con- - (M.
the names of the various articles
m than they've got now, I bet
sgiju'r; m tusi? aarrW
Df merchandise shown to
them. It Is
Ca a tui.Jay Bwraia, few vtefcf
The minister
twitched. He only necessary, however, to know
lips
souaitr- - aieeCaat, dt Re-knew what waa eomlnf. HInta of a iomethlng of the origins of the comriw-jeiteaarti
jcaa. - ; jnrprfalnaj nature had been circulating plicated nomenclature of trade to be
f''-convinced that an Inability to master
reaia. S. 5r
aeraioa about Tramet
M
'a- "M 2a
aaluire, E-the- matter, Mr. Pepper?" it need not be taken as a sign of
mental weakness.
The Upholsterer
3uoi:ief
ennajresjatioa Wiw j ii aked.
-irvmoS.ea 5f.. frioc.., feebie
JTatter? Matter enough: Too know tellsof a modernized oriental rug which
rhere.
Caiia f h:Jt she's goia' to do? She'i goin' was named by putting a lot of fanciful
j3;"Tiuvn.. w a
name3 Into a hat and then drawing
X"jimr.f, SAtUut. eVsitTee hi aroof to marry that!""
one from the collection. Another rug
irr.! donr, mad r
f eiiitr at tie
The faat word was emphasized by has
a gijewai
r
acquired a name with a particulara furious gesticulation toward the
Vj iaCi h; carry .i t Berna
f
nice oriental sound; but it is the
nut
and
2:.e!e
'i
tacit of the gentlemaa from Sandwich. ly
name of a people that has not longer
Xr1. Xaj'-- 3a.neif
their pew.
"Who? Mr. Pratt? Is your slater
fcrW aa Ju wi' jaiiie
at to- marry him? Indeed! J congratu- any distinctive existence, and had
3ai, ai,-i-K tS aia:. lUdawa s?er' ! late them borh and yoo. I suppose nothing whatever to do with either the
'jywes wm a wvri of art aad , "ifr. Pratt will take his bride home making or designing of the rug. When
names are so easy to get it Is not
' f to
"' s
amdwfcfi. and yo., being here
strange that every material, color and
mode has numbers of them sufficient
aai at.
"Free?" Kyaa repeated the word to create utter "bewilderment in the
aae-- i t ti fruat.
ZVJUiat
"Free! I'll be about as minds of the initiated.
sis
vt d'emeit fei a neir hUcSt ai- - wrathiuliy.
free as a aettia" hn ' nmlpr a harrt.
t
m.n-t.
m
!.
wrt:3t very!
!.:! r iU, r. f!T
Wages No Object
i'. at t.wc aeniii:.:
ml?ht f tso piciiar at Wm ln3tead of one?
j "Can't you get any work?" asked a
a
M.a ar
e4 defies 4 6y
a HHI
ramiTht f
irnfn' tn ha
woman of the tramp who bad applied
at
the back door for food.
the
ef
heiat aan.e as you, Mr. Eliery. I've had my "Yes,
hfau)
ma'am," he replied.
"I was
ab io ner ana aim inr SAmit offered a steady Job by the man who
t'i Pra; t.iim Mosul i'jlT wl'.irtp.: ea t aHSQii;iji&
SMais. "T'asaif it Pnnie'i reiafTon. locked her up and come back to find lives down the road in that big white
house."
ivi .iiv. yea? .'i heari what foik ' h
gon burv ridin', I thought
"That's Mr. Oatseed? What was the
f
'.wT
n
Ir
t
Because
rt
TlATl
gitesa
if.
'X 3. :.i ni!frr
h
VAnt trt rtn work?"
Lmk as Z;a:
thin he a
fweMfr an4 feft me a)oQe , ,meIt a
"He wanted me to get up at four in
aJ
f merai..
eB he took to leUer wrltln. the
rat
morning, milk 17 cows, feed, wa,
r.r at Ci
All tJvt ,,m!i
gtroriger; until the last
dire.!tVa ail j few weeks I've been sartin of the ter and rub down four horses, clean
a
ia.l.i
vi.:t
- i'- - P,ier-- , tiat
the stables and then chop wood until
T'a mmia-- j
.i,waa UD to
?am(S
Laviny it was time to begin the
day's work."
v aa t C 'ft r
up the fJXCl(l Ui mt and
m4 wtat ,he wag
"What did he want to pay?"
eaaa
sn ie . id t3-f.
Captaia goitt- - tft do was j obstinate? Did I
"I dunno. I dld'nt stop to ask."
Krf:iii CcTi3- 'T "1
standi on my righu as head of the Youth's
Companion.
5ev- tii-- r
" Vlu "
and tell her she couldn't do
r
a hi IU' aa.j h entered i.family
lt
I didn't! I was re--'j
So, sir-eGot His Answer.
aa
sinar hww
tfen
,:nMr, 'Bless you. Lavinv.' aavs I.
When the Rev. John McNeil was
vA M i&.meA to ii bear- yot( gofa. tl go awa?r And
holding revival services at Cardiff a
G'a'-- '
K ''
- 'r-- ' ' Ma''-?- (what do you s'pose she says to me?
aafl tt i Why, that she wa.'n't goin' away at all. young man one night, thinking to per
eil,Je!
J
plex the preacher, sent up a note to
T b ttarel Thar that Prirr tfilna.
ia
y
.m
h,.
the
platform with the request that the
.
f
an.i
to
eyes,
ji- -I 3ir
ti;f hoft 3tcre up, t( -Sandwich and fa
following question be publicly anfro
rt
"i
ftinaiesu
t'0 l7e
tcmior
be(n
t0
Comf.
jIt
"
to
at cur house, mind you, with her and swered:
Mr. McNeil: If you are seek!M ',r'mr Twiit be so nlc for you. 'BIshy "Dear
to enlighten young men kindly tell
xet ti fwmment wer aa frlenury. dear,' sbe tays, to have a ir.an In the ing
I - - ' wttUsered Xtx, Prim:, house to keep you comp'ny and look me who was Cain's wife."
Mr. McNeil read the note, and then',
i '
jer lex m prer7 afore, ont for you when I ain't round.' God- amid breathless silence,
said:
f n.i- - a.i wast tie teat lor,ktn' girl frey mighty!"
"I love young men Inquirers for
a - vi, t'.z I a:V'r roriilz! sh
i
This portion of Kyan's diaclosure truth especially and should
like to
Tia rw.nWell, there's wa surprising, if the announcemeat
beaary.
give this young man a word of advice.
I ja- - t' w'
the b.ind of hla sinter's ensagement was not,
"
It Is this: Don't lose your soul's salvar air
wife la
i ir.tt strut
"Mr. Pratt Is coming to Truraet?" tion looking after other
people's
'Ai ewnf7, uy sV.ut ten mile and the
"What for? wives."
,
af sjji trees. Aad tSr'a What is he repeated.
'..nv
do
to
here.
going
t
f(V h.
that's
I
"Keep shoe store,
s'posie
likely,
ii. f
i Z,' vex. i ao
srr.vf there's a good .nln" for
Old papers ror sai. Optic ottlow.
liiMe:
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Is the medium by which the advertiser reaches all the people in Northern New Mexico.
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was mncii hand shaking and
cooifratiitacioa and the church empt
tied slowly. Among the last to Ieaye
were the Peppers and - Mr. Pratt.
La?inia tooit the minister wide.
"Mr. Ellery," she simpered, "I've
taat Is. Caleh at-me will probly
nt ya.i to Tiat fa, we want you to
he th an
Km Pepper?""
"Oh, my sakea, you
"Blshy

one la tuts town, rione.cr, ir ana
Laviny ain't got any mortgage on
the marryln' business.
Other folks
can do It as well as them. What do
you think of Hannah Poundberry?"
"What do I think of her? What do
you mean?"
He turned away and moved sulkily
toward his beckoning sister and her
escort; but wheeled once more to add
In a mystetjous whisper, "Don't you
forget now, Mr. Ellery. Remember
that question I put to you: "'What do
you think or Yes, yes, Laviny, I
bear you! of you know who?"'
That evening, at the parsonage, Ke- slah waa clearing the table and Captain Nat was helping her. A happy
party of four bad enjoyed the meal.
jonn ana Mrs. Loffln acting as hosts
and Grace and the captain being the
invitea guests, kow the younger.
couple had gone over to the church.
the bell of which was ringing for
evening service.
Hurry up, Kezlah,' urged Nat. "If
you and me don't get decks cleared
pretty soon well be late for meetln'.
and I'd hate to do that, conslderln I'm
such a brand-nedisciple, as you
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Is the medium by which the news of the
entire world is brought to this part of the
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ADVERTISING RATES ARE
REASONABLE
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SUBSCRIPTION PRICES
ARE LOW
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LAS VEGAS DAILY

EIGHT

1
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The Last of the Season

For 25 Cents
251bs. For S1.00

for

insurance

Try dram of Ola Taylor
at tho Opera Bar. Adv.

'

Adv.

the White Kitchen for good
home cooking; best service and cleanliness. Special dinner Sunday. No
extra charge. Meals 25 cents. Adv.
Go to

Harvey B. Fergusson, democratic
candidate, speaks at Armory Thursday night, October 31st, at 8. p. m.
sharp. All are invited, ladies especially.

A New Shipment of

Committee.

Adv.

Wesner Brothers today shipped
two carloads of yearling steera to
Kansas City. The steers were raised
on the Wesner ranch in the upper
Galllnas canyon and are in excellent

FANCY COOKIES

condition.

Let us give you? 'a booklet
describing all tWc different
w
kinds.
'

You Will Be Interested.

J. ri STEARNS
Pure Things To Eat
SHI

VOTERS Tomorrow
is the last
day in which to register and any vot
er who does not register before the
closing of the registration books will
have much difficulty in voting on
election day next Tuesday. To swear
in a voter onelection day takes a
great deal of time, and, as much re.- tape has to be gone through witti
before a voter can be sworn In, It
is impossible for the judges to qualify many voters' during electron day

Robert Burns, colored, a former res
ident of Las Vegas, who for the past
year has been living in Tucson, Ariz.,
yesterday committed suicide
by
shooting himself with a revolver.
Burns was well known here, as he
had lived in Las Vegas for about 10
years in which time he was employed
as a porter in several stores and saloons. For the past year he has lived
In Tucson and apparently has been
doing well, as he had had work all
of the year. His brother, Milton
Burns, left last evening for Tucson)
and will make arrangements for the
funeral which probably will be held
In Las Vegas.
,
'

SEE!This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH
REGULAR RETAIL VALUE. S1S.00
nd om
purchased several carloads ot this beautiful dinners-ware- ,
cunuini We uiauuiuvLurvr fcu KIVU ua BO exclusive deslRO
iiuiuumo
nd ft very low price. luq
are charging part of the cost to "advertising
expense." and aonly ask you to pay a percentage of the actual cost of the
beautiful "Cosmos" design and cannot be duplicated in
eK,'Jsfor P'
less than $14 in any retail chlaa
store. It is guaranteed by both
snality
;
the manufacturer and ourselves.
.
There ts a coupon la every sack of LARABEE'S Flotir. Send ns Ave
coupons and $3.wi in cash, draft, postal or express money order, and we will
end you one of these beautiful Bets by freiKht. Address' ooupous and re
nittance to The China Department ol the Larabee Flour Milts Company.
Hutchinson, Kansas. Be sure to write your name and address plainly.
The coupons in LARABEE'S Flour are also good for Rogers' Hilverwaif
and other valuable premiums Ask for deseriptlve
circular.
W

"MS"

EMPRESS, you know, 1$ that "Mighty-.Good- "
-MILLED
Flour that makes Baking

Following is a clipping from the
Mendota, 111., Bulletin regarding tha
concert given there by the Byron
Troubadours: "Last evening the By
ron Troubadours, seven wonderfully
talented artists, gave our people a
concert rarely heard these days. En
core after encore greeted them, until
every number became a double number. The music, vocal and instrumental, was fresh and breezy, yet in
good form." The Byron Troubadours
cians and the program to be given by
cians an dthe program to be given by
them Saturday evening will be so var
ied that all who attend are sure to
hear music which will please them.
Harvey B. Fergusson, democratic
candidate, speaks at Armory Thurs
day night, October 31st, at 8. p. m.
sharp. All are Invited, ladles espe
cially. Committee. Adv.

GERMAN-

a Delighi

GROCERS

Trv a Sack You'll Like it.

YourClothes Sent

Home Properly
'

At (lie Home of .fee

Best of

Everjtisg

Eatable

New York Concord Grsvpes
California. Cornichon and Tokay Grapes

Virginia Sweet Potatoes

When you patronize our family washing department there
are no annoying delays and

clothes.
Your washing Is called for
regularly each week, It Is laundered quickly and delivered
promptly.
Our services prove more satisfactory than washerwoman
service in every respect. Besides you know that our work
Is absolutely sanitary.
Phone call brings 'a wagon
to your door.

Oregon Pears
Las Vejjas Steam
THE GRAAF & 1IAYVARD

PHONE MAIN 379

Xo! STOIIE

Laundry
Phone Main

81

617 Douglas

Are

.

I

J

I

We have it It's waiting for you
among a line of the neatest and

LUDWIG Wm. ILFELD

smartest styles of stiff and" soft hats
you ever saw. They are the authentic styles, too, for these are the

B.

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES.
the High School
Girls' Glee club will' put on a light
tooperetta in the Duncan opera house.
The operetta will be staged as "The
Spinning Bee." ,' The purpose of this
Hector Kearney has purchased a production Is that It may be given as
bunch of yearling heifers from J. O. one number during the evening's enNeafus which have been driven to tertainment next week in Albuquerthe Kearney ranch et Watrous.
que, when the New Mexico Teachers'
association will meet In that city. It
Harvey B. Fergusson, democratic is just one act and will be given the
candidate, speaks at Armory Thurs- same evening as the oratorical con:
t
,
day night, October 31st, at 8. p. m. test.
Mrs.
Kohn
All
is
Charles
the
are
ladies
training
Invited,
espesharp.
Committee. Adv.
girls with the idea of giving this one
cially.
act operetta in the place of having
The Nelson family of Old Towni them sing a couple of songs.
all the members of which have been
The scene is laid in Germany and
through a hard siege of typhoid, are the girls in the chorus take the parts
now convalescing and are well on of peasant maidens who have Just rethe way to a complete recovery.
turned from a summer's wanderings.
Alice Connell takes the part of
Edward Sweeney of Kansas City Mother Lisa who has charge of the
has taken the position of transporta- girls and their work. Elizabeth Par- tion clerk in the local Santa Fe Rail- nell makes a very gallant youth and
way company's offices, filling the po- is assisted in a song by eight little
sition recently vacated by Robert girls.
The story Is a quaint and interestRooney.
ing one and the music is most tune
"As the Fates Decree," a Selig fea- ful. Seats are selling rapidly ' and
ture. Photoplay tonight. Adv.
those who intend to be present should
make reservation at once at
Ballot boxes to be used in the comor, Schaefer's drug stores."

Friday evening

worn by the smart dresser everywhere, and can be depended on to
in every respect.
The quality and workmanship of
be ultra-stylin.
these hats cannot be surpassed and we guarantee you absolute
Be sure to see them before making a final purchase. Our
store is open to you.
sh

satii-factio-

Price $3,

;

REGAL SHOES
The best medium priced shoe made.
on each pair in plain figures.

Price' stamped

GR.EENEERGER
ft
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QUESII1

Mur-phey'-

ing national election were this mornADVERTISED LETTER LIST.
ing sent to the varlons precincts of
the county. Special messengers had
Letters remaining uncalled for the
charge of the boxes, which were sent week ending October 26, 1912:
to 53 precincts.
J, W. Baily, Fradenando Mosolino
Bessemer, Sonora Donia Elvira Gal- Messrs. Duncan and Browne an- legos, Mrs. Rosalia A. Garcia, Mr. and
nounce that the furnace in the Dun- Mrs. John Howry, Mis Elma Jerp- can opera house has been placed In eon, Georgia Lee, Miss Willie Lucres,
excellent condition and the house J. E. McCarthy, Antonio , Montana,
will be comfortably warm for the pro- Miguelito Ortes, Miss Bessie Ortega,
duction of "The Rosary" tonight.
James B. Read, Robert Richardson,
Charles Roha; Frank Sanches, H. J.
The Catholic Ladies' Bazaar asso- Thode, Miss, Juanita Trujillo, Pete1.
ciation has decided to give a dance W. Vissers, : Arthur Vissors, Mrs.
on November 19, in the Fraternal David Walch, Grant Wilson, Miss
Brotherhood hall on Fountain Square. Gua,lupita Werriclt, Mrs. Grace ZimOn that evening all .articles not dis- merman.
When calling for the above letters
posed of at the bazaar will be sold.
pleaBe ask for advertised letters.
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
Every voter shoujd read the opinion of Attorney General Frank W.
A new line of band daters just reClancy, which appears in the column
of official news from Santa Fe. Tho ceived at the Optic office. Dates from
attorney general hold that voters 1912 to 1917. 25c each.
must cast their ballots in their own
precincts.
Harvey B. Fergusson, democratic
candidate, speaks at Armory ThursReserved seats for the concert to day night, October 31st, at 8. p. m.
be given Saturday evening by the sharp. All are Invited, ladies espeByron Troubadours at the Duncan cially. Committee. Adv.
opera house will go on sale tomor-
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That of saving you money
on a heater. We are doing
it daily for others.

'

,

V

Be sure and see the Fire
Side Hot Blast, the best
stove on the market.
We have still a few desirable second hand stoves
that are bargains.- - '

A

row morning

at

E. G. Murphey's

store. The prices for the seats
be 50 cents, 75 cents and $1.

drug

J,
No.

Elopement,"

Kiograph

C,

n'
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will

Frak Oswalt of Watrous has purchased from T. T. Turner 22 milch
cows, which he will add to his herd
at the on his Watrous ranch. Mr. Oswalt
Program extraordinary
Photoplay tonight. Jim Bludsp, from ta supplying (ream for tne Crystal
of State
the poem of exSecretary
ko and Creamery company and plhiis
John Hays, also 'As the Fates De- to go into the
dairy business extencree," a. Selig feature, an "Interrupt- sively during tha coming winter.
ed

THE

comedy.
Adv.

Two "tourists", Jack McDonald ot
Kansas City and Otis Adair of St.
Joseph, Mo., were arrested this morning by Special Officer' W. T. New by
and brought before Judge D. R. Murray on the charge of trespassing on
the Santa Fe Railway company's property. After paying the costs and receiving their walking papers from
Judge Murray the tourists left town.

TO

DELICACY
TAKE

CF

'tLD CIESTEAD"

FLCU3

j

Our sales increase, daily by SUCH acknowledgment of
'
its superiority and selling qualities.

Order "Old Homestead" from your grocer or merchant.

HOI

CHARLES ILFELD CO.
Its Exclusive Distributers for Las Vegas and Albuquerque

"Arthur S.

o'clock at
evening at
fun
the Elks' club the Hallowe'en
will start and there is "no use talkin'"
there's going to be lots doing from
the start to finish.' The affair is
to be 'a regular old country: Hallowen
party with dancing and Hallowe'en
games; Everybody who ottends is a
to! appear in country costume,
looking as much like a Rube as he
possibly can. Every Elk In Las Vegas and all visiting Elks and their
ladles are cordially invited to attend.
8

onrw
Minn
l Hill' .Mill'

Jefferson Reynolds President
Hal.'ett Reynolds Cashier
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

E. D. Raynolds Vice President
Stephen B. Davi8, Vice President

1

SETKIM

EXTRA FINE
t

What looked like real winter struck
'
s Vegas today when a light fall of
snow occurred early in the morning.
By , 9 o'clock the flakes were falling
rapidly, melting as fast as they struck
the streets and sidewalks.
At 10
o'clock the sun came out and the day
was Ideal, with cool air and 'bright
sunlight In the afternoon the skies
became overcast once mors and a

tilh

ncn-riK-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

i

,OF LAS.VJEGAS. N. M.,
f

Capital,

$100,000 SuRPLrsi

and Undivided Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac
commodationiWi'.iiin the Scone of Good Rankirtj.

fw

flakes of snow fell. The weath-t- r
prediction for tonight calls tfor
more snow and colder temperature.
This part of the state has been
almost perfect weather for
several weeks. At this time last year
several snows had fallen.

SUPEKdTY

Trade demands this lour to such extent that local competitors unable to sell their own brands resort to devious
methods ol obtaining supply of "Old Homestead."

Don't miss seeing this program.

Tomorrow

misunderstandings
regarding
the return of your laundered

TO ARRIVE TODAY

Ready For cJ
Your Fall Hat?

.

l25c each.

All railroad men who have to vote
outside their precinct can get the necessary blanks from Charles Tamme.

THE CASH GR.OCER.

HAWES VON GAL HATS

bourfcon

-

P6r Povind

f

Phone (or color cards and prices.

Hallowe'en dance tonight at P.
Flnch'i Golden Wedding Rye. aged hall. Adv.
In the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
Jim Bludso, at the Photoplay
Adv.
Feature extraordinary.--Adv- .
night.

Just the Kind For Catsup

LOOSE-WILE- S

for family use.

line of band datora just received at the Optic orfice. Dates from
1912 to 1917.

1912.

We have any and every kind of Paints and Varnishes

A new

RIPE TOMATOES
3 to 5c

See Van Petten
Adv.

30,

PAINTS AND VARNISHES

Light automobile lamps at 5:41
o'clock this evening.

6 lbs.

From

LOCAL NEWS

OCTOBER

OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,

I"

l

" The

Store of Satisfaction "

f

.

laterest PsiJ en Tim Doosiia

'
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